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ABSTRACT 

Elastic/Acoustic metamaterials comprise a new class of composite materials that possess 

unique effective material properties owing to their locally resonant substructures. Because 

of the inherent local resonance mechanism, elastic metamaterials have the ability to 

completely stop the propagation of elastic/acoustic waves over specific frequency regions 

(band gaps). However, the band gap regions of non-dissipative metamaterials are fixed, 

and therefore, broadband absorption is not possible. This draw back can be overcome by 

incorporating dissipative components into metamaterial substructures. Furthermore, the 

elastic/acoustic wave absorption can be enhanced through optimization of the 

metamaterials structural topology and constituent material properties. In this study, a 

dissipative elastic metamaterial with a multi-resonator substructure capable of broadband 

acoustic/elastic wave absorption is analyzed. Investigation of the wave absorption 

properties over a broad frequency range is then carried out via dispersion relations obtained 

from an analytical model as well as numerical modeling using the finite element method. 

Then, a biological evolution inspired algorithm is employed in order to carry out parameter 

optimization. By optimizing the dissipative metamaterials structural geometry and 

constitutive material properties, the absorption amplitude is significantly enhanced over a 

broad frequency range. A continuum microstructural design of the dissipative elastic 

metamaterial is then proposed and numerical simulations are conducted where the 

absorption/attenuation of elastic stress waves is used as the measure of performance. 

Finally, two optimal designs are chosen for fabrication using hybrid 3D printing and 

injection molding manufacturing methods.
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

As long as humans have understood how oscillating waves drive many of the natural 

processes in the universe, they have sought to understand and manipulate them. A few 

examples of this include wireless communication, microwave technology, ultrasonic 

imaging and radar. Although one may not be aware of it, it is hard to find a person that 

doesn’t utilize some form of technology dependent on oscillating waves on a daily basis. 

From the work of Nicola Tesla who is credited for inventing the 20th century, to the more 

recent discovery of gravitational waves by LIGO in 2015, it’s apparent that no matter how 

firm the understanding of wave phenomena in the universe is perceived to be, there remains 

a great deal left to discover. 

In 1967, the Russian physicist Victor Veselago published a paper outlining a theoretical 

model for a material that possesses simultaneously negative values for permittivity, ε, and 

permeability, μ [1]. By possessing these double negative material properties, a negative 

index of refraction (Fig. 1) could be theoretically achieved, which is not possible in any 

naturally occurring materials. This work paved the way for an entirely new field of 

materials or metamaterials, where the Latin prefix “meta-“ translates as “beyond”. If these 

double negative material properties could be physically achieved, it would provide 
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unprecedented advances in the 

field of optics and even offer the 

possibility of cloaking, which up 

until then was seemingly 

impossible.  

It would take another thirty-years 

before Veselago’s theory would 

be extended with the work done 

by Sir John B. Pendry [2] in which 

he proposed a simple method for 

creating a theoretically perfect lens. The theory behind this perfect lens, or “super lens” 

(Fig. 1.2), was based on theoretical materials possessing the double negative properties 

described by Veselago in order to overcome the diffraction limit of conventional lenses. 

However, because there are no naturally occurring materials that possess these double 

negative properties, a super lens device 

could not be physically realized at the 

time.  

In recent years, the field of elastic/acoustic 

metamaterials (EAMMs), which comprise 

a new field of composite materials, has 

seen a significant increase of research 

owing to their unique effective material 

Figure 1.1 - Illustration of refraction in conventional and 

double negative materials. 

Figure 1.2 – Super lens concept based on double 

negative material properties to achieve 

subwavelength imaging. 
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properties analogous to their 

electromagnetic counterparts first proposed 

by Veselago. By specially designing 

substructures in single- or multi-phase 

materials, a locally resonant mechanism can 

be created to allow frequency dependent 

effective material properties. These dynamic 

material properties include a negative 

effective mass and density in certain 

frequency regions and are comparable to 

negative permittivity and permeability in 

electromagnetic metamaterials. One of the earliest experimental demonstrations of an 

EAMM was done by Liu et al. [3], in which resonant unit cells consisting of lead (Pb) 

spheres coated in silicone rubber were embedded in a rigid epoxy matrix as shown in Fig.’s 

1.3 (a) and (b). The lattice constant, or spacing between each unit cell, was selected to be 

two orders of magnitude smaller than the working wavelength. Transmission testing of 

acoustic/elastic waves was then conducted and the results demonstrated that the 

metamaterial structure possessed frequency-dependent band gaps or regions in which 

elastic/acoustic waves cannot propagate (Fig. 1.3(c)). These band gap regions were caused 

by the locally resonant longitudinal and transverse modes of the structures unit cells as 

shown in Fig. 1.3(d), where the propagating waves energy is stored by the resonant motions 

of the EAMMs unit cells. Another way to characterize the working wave 

attenuation/mitigation mechanism is the plane incident waves are converted to standing 

Figure 1.3 - (a) Cross section of coated lead sphere 

that makes-up the metamaterial structures unit 

cell. (b) 8 x 8 x 8 metamaterial composite with 

embedded unit cells. (c) Calculated (solid lines) 

and experimental (dots) transmission amplitudes 

as a function of frequency. (d) Transverse and 

longitudinal modes of metamaterial structure from 

200 to 2000 Hz [3]. 
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waves by the in-phase and out-of-phase motions of the lead-silicone unit cells that act 

analogously to mass-spring systems. When a propagating wave with frequency ω interacts 

with a medium possessing an excitation frequency, 𝜔0, the response will be proportional 

to 1/(𝜔0
2 − 𝜔2).  A response of this nature will cause a purely imaginary wave number 

(attenuation factor) as well as negative effective material parameters. This simple yet 

revolutionary concept opened an array of paths for the control and manipulation of 

elastic/acoustic waves in the fields of physics and engineering.  

1.2 Basic Concepts of Wave Propagation 

Wave propagation within a solid elastic medium occurs when an external force or pressure 

causes a displacement of the materials particles. A reaction force between the particles then 

restores the particles to their original positions. The simultaneous particle displacement and 

reaction force variations propagate as a wave through the medium with a speed dependent 

on the materials properties. 

When the direction of particle 

motion is the same as the 

direction of displacement, only 

normal stresses will result 

without shear components. This 

type of wave, in which 

compression and expansion 

(dilatation) fields travel through 

the material, is defined as a 

longitudinal or plane wave (P-wave) and illustrated in the top portion of Fig. 1.4. A second 

Figure 1.4 - P- and S-wave propagation characteristics in solid 

elastic media. 
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type of wave, in which the particle motion is perpendicular to the direction of wave 

propagation is referred to as a shear, or S-wave, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 1.4. These 

two basic types of elastic waves propagate with different velocities (still dependent on 

material properties) and can be uncoupled and described independently.  

1.2.1 The One-Dimensional Wave Equation 

In order to mathematically describe how waves propagate through space and time, the 

partial differential equation (PDE) for one-dimensional (1D) wave propagation is defined 

as 

 𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡2
= 𝑐2

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
. (1.1) 

In Eqn. (1.1), x and t represent the space and time components of the wave equation while 

u(x,t) and c denote the displacement and phase velocity of propagation, respectively. The 

wave equation in its current form describes 1D wave propagation [4], but can also be 

further expanded for both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) cases. By 

taking the harmonic waveform of displacement, 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝑖(𝑞𝑥−𝜔𝑡), and inserting it into 

Eqn. (1.1) the dispersion relations are readily obtained as 

 

𝜔2 = 𝑐2𝑞2, 

𝜔

𝑞
= ±𝑐. 

(1.2) 

This dispersion relation describes the systems wavenumber, 𝑞, as a function of the radial 
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frequency, 𝜔. For a non-dispersive system, 𝜔/𝑞 will be constant and thus the phase 

velocity 𝑐 will be independent from the wavenumber and frequency. The sign (±) of the 

phase velocity will denote the direction of propagation (left-to-right or right-to-left) for 

any function in the form 𝑓(𝑥 ± 𝑐𝑡). However, for cases in which dispersion occurs, the 

phase velocity will no longer be constant, that is, it will be dependent on the wavenumber 

or frequency. To illustrate the characteristics of 1D wave propagation in both non-

dispersive as well as dispersive media, different types of lattice systems will be analyzed 

in the following section to demonstrate the different in propagation behaviors. 

1.3 Wave Propagation in One-Dimensional Periodic Lattices 

1.3.1 Monatomic Phononic Lattice  

Consider a 1D monatomic lattice system consisting of equally spaced atoms connected by 

interatomic forces and extending infinitely in space as shown in Fig. 1.5 below. In the 

monatomic lattice system, each mass or “atom” is assumed to have the same properties as 

each of its neighboring atoms. 

 

Figure 1.5 – Monatomic periodic lattice structure. 
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In order to describe the forces on each atom caused by the displacements of the neighboring 

atoms in the periodic lattice, Hooke’s law can be applied in order to obtain a linear 

approximation of the resulting forces.  In Fig. 1.6, a mass (or 

atom) m is attached to a fixed boundary by an equivalent 

spring with constant k. Hooke’s law simply states that if the 

mass is moved from its equilibrium position, x = 0, the spring 

will exert a proportional force on the mass in the direction 

opposite to the displacement in the form, 𝐹𝑠 = −𝑘𝑥 [5]. For 

the monatomic lattice, the Bloch-Floquet theorem [6-8] can be 

applied for the displacement of the (n+1)-th atom as, 𝑢𝑛+1 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝑞𝑥𝑛+𝑛𝑞𝐿−𝜔𝑡). Finally, if 

a small displacement assumption is used, the equations of motion for the system can be 

obtained by applying Newton’s second law as 

 
𝑚

𝑑2𝑢𝑛

𝑑𝑡2
= 𝐹𝑛 = 𝑘[𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛] + 𝑘[𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛]

= −𝑘[2𝑢𝑛 − 𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛−1]. 

(1.3) 

In the equation above, m denotes the atomic mass and 𝑢𝑛 is the displacement of the n-th 

atom. The interatomic force can be represented by an analogous spring with constant k, 

and the lattice spacing is represented by a distance L. The solution for Eqn. 1.3 can then be 

obtained in the form, 𝑢𝑛 = 𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝑞𝑥𝑛−𝜔𝑡), where 𝑥𝑛  =  𝑛𝐿 denotes the equilibrium position 

of the n-th atom. It should be noted that a solution in this form is only possible because of 

the translational symmetry of the periodic lattice structure. Combining these two equations 

provides the dispersion relations of the lattice system in which the wavenumber, q, can be 

Figure 1.6 – Mass-spring 

system for linear force 

approximation using Hooke’s 

law. 
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obtained as a function of the frequency, ω, and can be written as 

 −𝜔2𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑞𝑛𝐿 = −𝑘[2𝑒𝑖𝑞𝑛𝐿 − 𝑒𝑖𝑞(𝑛+1)𝐿 − 𝑒𝑖𝑞(𝑛−1)𝐿]. (1.4) 

It is obvious from Eqn. (1.4), that 𝑒𝑖𝑞𝑛𝐿 can be cancelled out on either side of the equation 

and the resulting equation written as 

 𝑚𝜔2 = 𝑘[2 − 𝑒𝑖𝑞𝐿 − 𝑒−𝑖𝑞𝐿] = 2𝑘[1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)] = 4𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (
𝑞𝐿

2
). (1.5) 

Finally, solving for the frequency, ω, as a function of the non-dimensionalized 

wavenumber, 𝑞𝐿, where the unit of 𝑞 is (1/Length), the dispersion curve for the lattice 

system can be obtained as shown in Fig. 1.7.  

It should be noted that because the 

periodicity of the wave function 

mandates that all unique information 

is contained within the first Brillouin 

zone [6], changing q by ± nπ will not 

change the displacement, 𝑢𝑛, or 

frequency, ω. It is also apparent that ω 

has a maximum value of √(
4𝑘

𝑚
), and is 

symmetric about ±𝑞, which is not surprising as a negative wavenumber value (𝑞 < 0) 

corresponds to a wave travelling from left-to-right in lattice and vice versa for 𝑞 > 0. At 

the first Brillouin zone boundaries (𝑞𝐿 =  ±𝜋), the solution takes the form, 𝑢𝑛 =

Figure 1.7 - Dispersion relation of 1-D periodic 

monatomic lattice. 
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𝐴(−1)𝑛𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡, representing a standing wave where atoms oscillate with opposite phases 

dependent on the sign of n, but waves propagate neither right nor left through the lattice. 

The relation between the wavenumber and frequency can also be used to describe the phase 

velocity of propagating plane waves in the lattice as 𝑣𝑝 =
𝜔

𝑞
, as well as the group velocity, 

𝑣𝑔 =
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑞
. While the phase velocity represents the speed at which plane waves propagate 

through the lattice, the group velocity defines the velocity of energy propagating through 

the medium.  

1.3.2 Diatomic Phononic Lattice 

Moving on from the monatomic lattice model, a diatomic lattice consisting of two different 

masses, 𝑚1 and 𝑚2, as shown in Fig. 1.8 is now considered where 𝑚1 < 𝑚2. Although the 

steps taken to obtain the dispersion relation are similar as those for a monatomic model, 

the features exhibited by the diatomic model are quite different. 

 

Figure 1.8 – Diatomic periodic lattice structure. 

 

The equations of motion for the two atoms in the diatomic lattice are obtained using the 

same method as the monatomic model. However, since there are now two unique atoms in 

the system, there are now two homogeneous equations of motion written as 
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𝑚1

𝑑2𝑢1

𝑑𝑡2
= −𝑘[2𝑢𝑛 − 𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛−1], 

𝑚2

𝑑2𝑢2

𝑑𝑡2
= −𝑘[2𝑢𝑛+1 − 𝑢𝑛+2 − 𝑢𝑛]. 

(1.6) 

Analogous to the monatomic system, the solution in the form of the travelling wave mode 

can now be written in matrix form as  

 {
𝑢𝑛

𝑢𝑛+1
} = [

𝐴1𝑒
𝑖𝑞𝑛𝐿

𝐴2𝑒
𝑖𝑞(𝑛+1)𝐿

] 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡. (1.7) 

Inserting the solution in Eqn. (1.7) into (1.6), a linear system of homogeneous equations is 

then obtained as 

 [
2𝑘 − 𝑚1𝜔

2 −2𝑘[cos(𝑞𝐿)]

−2𝑘[cos(𝑞𝐿)] 2𝑘 − 𝑚2𝜔
2 ] {

𝐴1

𝐴2
} = 0, (1.8) 

where A1 and A2 are the two unknowns of the system of equations. For Eqn. (1.8) a non-

trivial solution exists if and only if the determinant of the system is equal to zero. This leads 

to the characteristic equation which is derived as 

 

[2𝑘 − 𝑚1𝜔
2][2𝑘 − 𝑚2𝜔

2] − 4𝑘2 cos2(𝑞𝐿) = 0, 

or 

(1.9) 
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𝜔4 − 𝜔2 [2𝑘 (
1

𝑚1
+

1

𝑚2
)] +

4𝑘2[1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)]

𝑚1𝑚2
= 0. 

Clearly the bottom portion of Eqn. (1.9) is quadratic, and can therefore be solved as such, 

resulting in the dispersion relations of the system defined as  

 𝜔2 = 𝑘 [
1

𝑚1
+

1

𝑚2
] ± 𝑘√[

1

𝑚1
+

1

𝑚2
]
2

−
4

𝑚1𝑚2
[1 − cos2(𝑞𝐿)] . (1.10) 

Depending on whether the sign in 

Eqn. (1.10) is positive or negative, the 

dispersion relation will illustrate the 

acoustic or optical modes of vibration 

in the diatomic lattice as shown in 

Fig. 1.9. The lower solid curve in the 

figure represents the acoustic mode 

(negative sign) which was already 

illustrated in the monatomic lattice while the optical mode (positive sign) is represented by 

the upper dashed curve. In the acoustic mode, the atoms displacements are the same 

direction, amplitude and phase as illustrated in the top of Fig. 1.10, and waves with 

Figure 1.9 – Optical and acoustic branches of diatomic 

lattice with frequency bandgap region represented by 

shaded area. 
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frequencies greater than 2√ 𝑘

𝑚1
 cannot propagate through the lattice.  

 

Figure 1.10 – Acoustic and optical modes of diatomic lattice system. 

 

In the optical mode, atoms move in opposite directions and the smaller atoms (𝑚1) have 

larger displacement amplitudes than those of the large atoms (𝑚2). While the acoustic 

mode has only a maximum frequency, the optical branch possesses both a maximum as 

well as a minimum permitted frequency which correspond to the minimum transverse and 

maximum longitudinal frequencies, respectively. These two cutoff frequencies can be 

written as 

 
𝜔𝐿 = 2√𝑘 (

𝑚1𝑚2

𝑚1 + 𝑚2
), (1.11a) 

 𝜔𝑇 = 2√𝑘/𝑚1, (1.11b) 
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where the subscripts L and T denote the maximum longitudinal and minimum transverse 

frequencies, respectively. Waves with frequencies that are not contained within these 

minimum and maximum bounds cannot propagate through the lattice, thus creating what 

is referred to as a “band gap” region. This band gap phenomenon is a key concept in the 

field of metamaterial research and especially important when considering their application 

for the attenuation/mitigation of propagating elastic 

and acoustic waves. The working mechanisms that 

cause these band gaps to exist in certain frequency 

ranges include complex scattering and reflection, 

which in-turn causes destructive and constructive 

interferences (Fig.’s 1.11 and 1.12). When these wave 

interferences occur, incident and reflected waves are 

either in- or out-of-phase and either combine amplitudes, or cancel the other out entirely.  

This phenomenon is caused by the periodic variations in density (mass) and/or the elastic 

properties of the phononic structure which changes the speed of wave propagation within 

the lattice. This periodic change in wave speed is what allows for Bragg reflections and 

interferences to take place and is thus the reason band gaps exist within the periodic lattice.  

Figure 1.11 – Destructive (left) and 

constructive (right) interference of 

propagating waves.  
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Figure 1.12 – Wave propagation behavior in phononic crystals for (a) frequencies within the band gap 

region and (b) outside of the band gap region [7]. 

 

Since the center frequency of the band gap, 𝜔𝑐, is proportional to the inverse of the 

wavelength and lattice spacing, 𝜔𝑐~1/𝜆~1/𝐿, the frequency region of the band gap can 

be controlled by simply changing the size of the unit cell. This means that the band gap 

location(s) can be controlled, and waves with specific frequencies or wavelengths can be 

prohibited from propagating through the lattice. The width of the band gap region is also 

dependent on the lattice properties, specifically, the contrasting densities of the scattering 

elements within the lattice structure. The propagation direction of incident waves is also 

something to be considered. For the 1D lattices previously discussed, complete band gaps 

will not exist because the lattices periodicity is in only one direction, and thus, waves with 

an incidence angle perpendicular to the propagation direction will not be reflected.  

1.3.3 Triatomic Phononic Lattice 

Taking the discussion one step further, a triatomic phononic lattice structure can be 

considered as shown in Figure 1.13 below. For brevity the mathematical derivations for 

the triatomic lattice model with be excluded as the formulation follows the same steps that 
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were taken for the previously discussed mono- and diatomic lattice models.   

 

Figure 1.13 – Triatomic lattice structure with three unique masses in each periodic lattice unit. 

 

The dispersion relations for the triatomic linear lattice can be solved for by taking the 

determinant of the equations of motion and setting it equal to zero as 

 |

2𝑘 − 𝑚1𝜔
2 −𝑘 −𝑘𝑒−𝑖𝑞𝐿

−𝑘 2𝑘 − 𝑚2𝜔
2 −𝑘

−𝑘𝑒𝑖𝑞𝐿 −𝑘 2𝑘 − 𝑚3𝜔
2

| = 0, (1.12) 

where it is assumed that all of the lattice elements are connected with equal spring 

constants, k. Similar to what was demonstrated with the diatomic lattice model, if the lattice 

elements have contrasting properties (in this case mass), band gap regions within the lattice 

will be present as shown in Fig. 1.14. Because an additional mass is considered in the lattice 

unit cell, there are now two distinct band gap frequency regions instead of a single band 

gap due to the additional degree-of-freedom (DOF) from the third atom. Depending on 

how much the three unique elements properties differ from one another, the frequency 

regions where band gaps are formed will shift or even increase in width. In Fig. 1.14(a), all 

three lattice masses are set equal to one another and thus, no band gaps are formed and 

waves of with any frequency below the maximum optical branch cutoff are free to 

propagate through the lattice. In Fig.’s 1.14 (b) and (d), two of the atomic masses are set to 
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be equal to one another (𝑚1  =  𝑚2  =  1), while the third atoms mass is increased to 

𝑚3  =  2 and 𝑚3  =  5, respectively. It is obvious from the figures that atoms with 

contrasting properties in the lattice will result in two distinct band gap frequency regions 

within the lattice. Furthermore, if the magnitude of the variation is increased, the width of 

the two band gaps will also be increased as shown in Fig. 1.14(d). If all three atomic masses 

have different values (𝑚1 < 𝑚2 < 𝑚3), it will again result in the creation of two distinct 

band gap regions as shown in Fig.’s 1.14 (c), (e) and (f). It is also apparent that although 

increasing the contrast of mass values will increase the width of the higher frequency band 

gap region, it has the opposite effect on the lower band gap region and actually causes it to 

become narrower.  
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Figure 1.14 – Triatomic lattice dispersion curves with different mass values demonstrating the phononic 

band gap behavior (shaded areas). (a) m1 = m2 = m3 = 1, (b) m1 = m2 = 1, m3 = 2, (c) m1 = 1, m2 = 2, m3 = 

3, (d) m1 = m2 = 1, m3 = 5, (e) m1 = 1, m2 = 2, m3 = 5, (f) m1 = 1, m2 = 5, m3 = 10. 

 

The three periodic lattice models previously discussed provide important insight into the 

wave propagation characteristics in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous structures. The 

formation of frequency band gaps and attenuation regions is a fundamental mechanism to 

consider when designing a EAMM capable of attenuating blast/shockwaves for real world 

application. 
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1.3.4 Layered Phononic Crystals 

In the previous two sections, wave propagation and frequency band gap formation in 

primitive 1D phononic lattices was analyzed and discussed. The dispersion relation 

derivations were obtained using the equations of motion for the lattice elements connected 

by analogous linear springs in order to represent interatomic forces in elastic media. 

Another way to represent a phononic lattice on a more macroscopic level is to consider a 

structure with periodically arranged layers of elastic media with different mechanical 

properties and densities as shown in Fig. 1.15. Instead of using the simple mass-spring 

representation to obtain dispersion relations of the periodic lattice, the constituent materials 

and their mechanical properties can be included during analysis. This method represents a 

more realistic approach for describing the wave propagation behavior in periodic elastic 

materials.  

 

Figure 1.15 – Periodic phononic crystal with N-layers of different materials. 

 

As shown in Fig. 1.15 above, a phononic crystal made up of N-layers of periodically 

arranged materials with contrasting material properties is considered. In order to formulate 

the wave propagation and band gap formation characteristics, a transfer matrix method is 

employed [11-22]. For a 1D case, the elastic wave equation is given as 
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 𝐸
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2
= 𝜌

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑡2
, (1.13) 

where 𝐸 and 𝜌 denote the materials modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus) and mass 

density, respectively. Comparing Eqn.’s (1.1) and (1.13), it is apparent that the speed at 

which longitudinal plane waves (compressive) propagate through an elastic medium can 

be derived as  

 𝑐𝐿 = √𝐸/𝜌 . (1.14) 

For the N-layer phononic crystal shown in Fig. 1.15, the modulus of elasticity, density and 

thickness for the j-th layer is represented by E(j), ρ(j) and d(j), respectively and 𝑗 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁. 

Therefore, each layer’s wavenumber and wave propagation speed can be written as, 𝑞(𝑗) =

𝜔/𝑐(𝑗) and 𝑐 = √𝐸(𝑗)/𝜌(𝑗) , respectively. The relationship between the displacement and 

stress at the left and right boundaries of the j-th layer can then be formulated as  

 [
𝑢(𝑥𝑁𝑅)

𝜎(𝑥𝑁𝑅)
] = 𝐓 [

𝑢(𝑥1𝐿)

𝜎(𝑥1𝐿)
], (1.15) 

where 𝑥𝑁𝑅 and 𝑥1𝐿 are the coordinates at the right boundary of the N-th layer and left 

boundary of the 𝑗 =  1 layer, respectively. The transfer matrix, 𝑇𝑗, for each layer in the 

unit cell is obtained as  
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 𝑇𝑗 = [
cos(𝑞(𝑗)𝑑(𝑗)) sin(𝑞(𝑗)𝑑(𝑗)) /𝑍(𝑗)

−𝑍(𝑗) sin(𝑞(𝑗)𝑑(𝑗)) cos(𝑞(𝑗)𝑑(𝑗))
], (1.16) 

where 𝑍(𝑗) = 𝜌(𝑗)𝑐(𝑗)2𝑞(𝑗) and the transfer matrix for the unit cell is calculated as 𝐓 =

𝑇𝑁𝑇𝑁−1 …𝑇1. For Bloch type stress and displacement waves, the relationship between the 

stress and displacement can be obtained in the form 

 [
𝑢(𝑥𝑁𝑅)

𝜎(𝑥𝑁𝑅)
] = 𝑒𝑖𝑞𝑑 [

𝑢(𝑥1𝐿)

𝜎(𝑥1𝐿)
], (1.17) 

where 𝑑 is the total length of the unit cell such that, 𝑑 = ∑ 𝑑(𝑗)𝑁
𝑗=1 . Combining Eqn.’s 

(1.15) and (1.17) results in an eigenvalue problem that can be solved as such in order to 

obtain the dispersion relations of the system as shown in Fig. 1.16(a). Because the 

wavenumber is complex, attention is paid to its real and imaginary parts which are 

representative of the propagation amplitude and the attenuation or mitigation amplitude, 

respectively. For the first case shown in Fig. 1.16, a layered composite consisting of 3 

layers (soft, hard, soft) is sandwiched between two semi-infinite incident and transmission 

bars with Young’s modulus and density set as 𝐸 = 200 GPa 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜌 = 8000 kg/m3, 

respectively. The material properties and thicknesses of each of the three layers for the first 

case where all three layers are set to have equal thicknesses are listed in Table 1.1. From 

the dispersion relations illustrated in Fig. 1.16(a), band gaps occupy the frequencies where 

the real portion of the complex wavenumber is equal to zero (𝑅𝑒(𝑞𝐿) = 0). In areas where 

the imaginary part of the wavenumber is non-zero (𝐼𝑚(𝑞𝐿) ≠ 0), incident waves are 

attenuated through the complex scattering mechanism and interference taking place 
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between the incident and reflected waves from each of the different layers. Another way to 

demonstrate the wave propagation characteristics is to calculate the reflected and 

transmitted wave signals as  

 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐴−

(0)

𝐴+
(0)

   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐴+

(𝑚+1)

𝐴+
(0)

, (1.18) 

where 𝑚 is the number of individual layers and the wave amplitude on the incident and 

transmission bars is represented by, 𝐴−
(0) and 𝐴+

(0), respectively. The reflection and 

transmission amplitudes are illustrated in Fig. 1.16(b) and show broad frequency 

attenuation regions as well as a pure passing band (~3700 Hz), where no energy attenuation 

occurs.  

Table 1.1 - Material properties and thickness of layers in phononic crystal (Fig. 1.16). 

Layer Material Properties Thickness (mm) 

(1) 𝐸 =  200 MPa, 𝜌 = 1200 kg/m3 10 

(2) 𝐸 =  200 GPa, 𝜌 = 8000 kg/m3 10 

(3) 𝐸 =  200 MPa, 𝜌 = 1200 kg/m3 10 
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Figure 1.16 – Wave propagation behavior in a layered phononic crystal with 1m long incident and 

transmission bars and layer properties listed in Table 1.1. (a) Real (propagation factor) and imaginary 

(attenuation factor) parts of wave number as a function of frequency. (b) Reflection and transmission 

amplitudes of elastic waves in layered phononic crystal. 

 

As demonstrated with the primitive di- and triatomic lattice models, a greater contrast in 

periodic material properties within the lattice significantly impacts the band gap behavior. 

In order to demonstrate this further, the thicknesses of the two softer material layers are 

increased to 50 mm while the innermost layers’ (𝑗 =  2) thickness is decreased to 1mm as 

listed in Tbl. 1.2. 

Table 1.2 – Material properties and thickness of layers in phononic crystal (Fig. 1.17). 

Layer Material Properties Thickness (mm) 

(1) 𝐸 =  200 MPa, 𝜌 = 1200 kg/m3 50 

(2) 𝐸 =  200 GPa, 𝜌 = 8000 kg/m3 1 

(3) 𝐸 =  200 MPa, 𝜌 = 1200 kg/m3 50 

 

From Fig.’s 1.17 (a) and (b), it is apparent that the previously broad attenuation region and 
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single pure passing band has been split up into many narrow attenuation regions as well as 

multiple pure passing bands. This could be considered as a reduction in attenuation 

performance and does not produce ideal results if broadband attenuation is the primary 

goal. 

 

Figure 1.17 - Wave propagation behavior in a layered phononic crystal with 1m long incident and 

transmission and material properties listed in Table 1.2. (a) Real (propagation factor) and imaginary 

(attenuation factor) parts of wave number as a function of frequency. (b) Reflection and transmission 

amplitudes of elastic waves in layered phononic crystal. 

 

Finally, asymmetric changes are made to the three layer thicknesses as listed in Tbl. 1.3 to 

demonstrate the effects to the dispersion characteristics. Again, a shift and separation of 

the band gap frequency locations occurs as shown in Fig. 1.18.  
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Table 1.3 - Material properties and thickness of layers in phononic crystal (Fig. 1.18). 

Layer Material Properties Thickness (mm) 

(1) 𝐸 =  200 MPa, 𝜌 = 1200 kg/m3 5 

(2) 𝐸 =  200 GPa, 𝜌 = 8000 kg/m3 1 

(3) 𝐸 =  200 MPa, 𝜌 = 1200 kg/m3 50 

 

It can be concluded that decreasing the thickness of the middle material layer has a negative 

overall impact on attenuation performance. These concepts will play a fundamental role in 

later sections in which broadband attenuation performance is an objective. Because the 

materials used in these studies are considered purely elastic (no damping), the geometry or 

thickness of each of the constituent material layers is the primary reason for strong or weak 

attenuation characteristics.  

 
Figure 1.18 - Wave propagation behavior in an asymmetric layered phononic crystal with 1m long 

incident and transmission and material properties listed in Table 1.3. (a) Real (propagation factor) and 

imaginary (attenuation factor) parts of wave number as a function of frequency. (b) Reflection and 

transmission amplitudes of elastic waves in layered phononic crystal. 
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When waves propagate through periodically layered media without damping properties, 

the only mechanism that acts to attenuate incoming waves is constructive/destructive 

interferences at the incident boundary and within the layered structure. If the individual 

layer thicknesses are selected to be a value close to the wavelength of the incident wave 

(𝑑 ≈ Λ), strong constructive interference occurs suppressing any waves from travelling 

through the composite. If the lattice constant (layer thickness) is inconsistent, the wave 

interference mechanism is significantly hindered. This is clearly demonstrated in the last 

two cases previously discussed.  

Another method for quantifying the wave reflection and attenuation behavior in a 

periodically layered structure is through the use of transient numerical modeling. In the 

case presented below, COMSOL Multiphysics was employed in order to demonstrate the 

reflection and wave attenuation characteristics of a multi-layered composite structure. The 

5-layer composite of periodically arranged materials with contrasting material properties 

is sandwiched between two Al-6063 incident and transmission bars. Although specifics 

will not be discussed in great detail, this simulation provides a very clear demonstration of 

the complex reflections and elastic wave interferences within the phononic crystal. In Fig. 

1.20(a) below, a significant portion the transient plane waves amplitude is reflected by the 

layered composite at the interface. Looking to Fig. 1.20(b), point probe data on the incident 

and transmission beams further illustrates the small amount of transmission energy that 

passes through the composite.  
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To further demonstrate the constructive interference mechanism previously discussed, a 

monochromatic elastic wave with a frequency of 27.5 GHz is applied to the left-hand side 

of the incident bars boundary. The wave propagation speed for the Al-6063 incident and 

transmission bars is then calculated as ~5500 m/s from its modulus of elasticity and 

density using Eqn. (1.14). Using the relation between wavelength, propagation speed and 

frequency, Λ = 𝑐/𝑓, a lattice constant or layer thickness can be calculated as 0.2 𝑚𝑚 as 

shown in the top of Fig. 1.21. As previously discussed, if the lattice constant is close in 

value to the working wavelength, strong constructive interference will occur as is clearly 

shown in the lower portions of Fig. 1.21. It is apparent from the figure that the incident 

wave is almost entirely contained within the incident beam and little to no energy is allowed 

to travel through the layered structure. This is one of a number of characteristics inherent 

in periodic layered media that can be utilized for broadband elastic wave attenuation.

Figure 1.20(a) - Time domain analysis of elastic 

wave propagation in phononic layered composite 

sandwiched between incident and transmission 

beams (COMSOL Multiphysics). 

Figure 1.20(b) – Time domain data for 

incident and transmitted elastic waves in 

phononic crystal 
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Figure 1.21 – Band gap formation from constructive interference in layered composite with 0.2mm 

layers of [acrylic || tungsten || acrylic || tungsten || acrylic] and Al-6063 incident and transmission 

waveguides with 27.5 GHz incident wave source.  

 

1.4  Two-Dimensional Elastic Wave Propagation  

1.4.1 Homogeneous Isotropic Elastic Media 

In the previous sections, wave propagation was discussed for 1D cases in which only 

compressive plane longitudinal waves were considered. Moving on to multiple spatial 

dimensions is relatively simple as the equations are mostly left unchanged. However, there 

will now be additional types of waves including transverse or shear waves that will also 

need to be considered during analysis. These transverse waves have different properties 
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than longitudinal waves, such as different propagation velocities, and thus, different 

wavenumber values during dispersion analysis. The simplest 2D case that will be examined 

first is elastic waves propagating in an infinite elastic medium in which wave interactions 

and reflections from boundaries can be ignored. The governing equations for a 

homogeneous isotropic elastic solid can be described through the use of elasticity 

principals and Hooke’s law. In Cartesian tensor notation, the characteristic elastic wave 

equation can be written as  

 
𝜌

𝜕2𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑡2
=

𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
, 

(1.19) 

assuming no body forces are acting on the medium and 𝜎𝑖𝑗 denotes the stress tensor. The 

stress-strain relation can then be readily obtained as  

 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝜆𝜖𝑘𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 2𝜇𝜖𝑖𝑗, (1.20) 

where 𝜆 and 𝜇 are the first and second Lamé parameters, which are functions of the 

materials modulus of elasticity and density. The first and second Lamé parameters can be 

expressed as 𝜆 = 𝐸𝑣/[(1 + 𝑣)(1 − 2𝑣)] and 𝜇 = 𝐸/[2(1 + 𝑣)], respectively. The strain 

tensor 𝜖𝑖𝑗 is then given as 

 𝜖𝑖𝑗 =
1

2
(
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
), (1.21) 

which can be inserted into Eqn. (1.20), and then the resulting equation is inserted into Eqn. 
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(1.19). The partial derivative of the stress tensor is then obtained giving Navier’s equation 

for the media as 

 

                  
𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
= 𝜆

𝜕𝜖𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜇

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(
𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) ,

= 𝜆
𝜕𝜖𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ 𝜇

𝜕2𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ 𝜇

𝜕2𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗
,

= (𝜆 + 𝜇)
𝜕2𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ 𝜇∇2𝑢𝑖 , 

(1.22) 

or in vector form 

 𝜌
𝜕2�⃑⃑� 

𝜕𝑡2
= (𝜆 + 𝜇)∇(∇ ∙ �⃑⃑� ) + 𝜇∇2�⃑⃑� . (1.23) 

If the dilatation is defined as, ∆ = ∇ ∙ �⃑⃑� = 𝜖𝑘𝑘 =
𝜕𝑢1

𝜕𝑥1
+

𝜕𝑢2

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕𝑢3

𝜕𝑥3
, the governing equation 

for the dilatation alone can be written as 

 
𝜌

𝜕2∆

𝜕𝑡2
= (𝜆 + 𝜇)∇ ∙ ∇∆ + 𝜇∇2∆ = (𝜆 + 2𝜇)∇2∆ , 

or 

(1.24) 

 𝜕2∆

𝜕𝑡2
= 𝑐𝐿

2∇2∆. (1.25) 

In Eqn. (1.25), the longitudinal wave velocity (compressive/dilatation wave) is a function 
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of the Lamé parameters and density of the material such that, 𝑐𝐿 = √(𝜆 + 2𝜇) 𝜌⁄ . If the 

rotational vector �⃑⃑⃑� =
1

2
∇ × �⃑⃑�  is included along with the dilatation, the transverse wave 

speed can be obtained as  

 𝜕2�⃑⃑⃑� 

𝜕𝑡2
= 𝑐𝑇

2∇2�⃑⃑⃑� , (1.26) 

where the transverse wave speed is a function of the shear modulus (second Lame` 

parameter) and material density, 𝑐𝑇 = √𝜇 𝜌⁄ . Although this formulation method explicitly 

demonstrates the dilatation and rotational components of elastic wave propagation, it can 

be expressed in a simpler manner by using scalar and vector potentials, 𝚽 and 𝚿, 

respectively. A general theorem from Helmholtz states that any vector can be expressed by 

the summation of the dilatation and a rotational vector, which can be written as 

 �⃑⃑� = ∇𝚽 + ∇ × 𝚿 (1.27) 

where 𝜱 and 𝚿 are the displacement potentials, ∇ is the gradient operator, and the 

constraint, ∇ ∙ 𝚿 = 0, provides the necessary condition to obtain a solution for �⃑⃑� . By 

inserting Eqn. (1.27) and the constraint into Eqn. (1.23), the resulting equation with scalar 

and vector potentials becomes 

 ∇ [(𝜆 + 2𝜇)∇2Φ − 𝜌
𝜕2Φ

𝜕𝑡2
] + ∇ × [𝜇∇2𝚿 − 𝜌

𝜕2𝚿

𝜕𝑡2
] = 0. (1.28) 
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This equation is then satisfied if the following conditions are met: 

 

(𝜆 + 2𝜇)∇2𝚽 − 𝜌
𝜕2𝚽

𝜕𝑡2
= 0, 

and 

𝜇∇2𝚿 − 𝜌
𝜕2𝚿

𝜕𝑡2
= 0. 

(1.29) 

Although the governing equations are in a simplified form, the two potentials are still 

coupled by boundary conditions unless an infinite domain assumption is applied. The two 

formulas for the longitudinal and shear wave propagation speed can now be written in the 

form 

 𝑐𝐿
2∇2𝚽 =

𝜕2𝚽

𝜕𝑡2
, (1.30) 

  𝑐𝑇
2∇2𝚿 =

𝜕2𝚿

𝜕𝑡2
, (1.31) 

where 𝑐𝐿 = √(𝜆 + 2𝜇) 𝜌⁄  and 𝑐𝑇 = √𝜇 𝜌⁄  are the velocities of the longitudinal and shear 

compression waves, respectively. The use of this alternative notation for the propagation 

speeds will become apparent in the following sections, where incident, reflected and 

refracted waves result in a more complex system of solutions. This is brought about by 

partial plane wave conversion to refracted and reflected shear waves that occurs when 

scattering takes place at complex interfacial boundaries.  
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1.4.2 Two-Dimensional Elastic Wave Scattering by Inclusions 

Before the governing equations for the scattering of elastic waves by spherical cavities and 

elastic inclusions are formulated, the commercial finite element software, COMSOL 

Multiphysics, is employed in order to demonstrate the scattering concept. A 2D transient 

model is created with a 

plane strain assumption 

applied to an aluminum 

6063 plate with circular 

cavities located along its 

center. In order to generate 

a plane longitudinal wave, 

continuity boundary 

conditions are applied to 

the outer edges of the plate and an initial displacement in the +x-direction is applied to the 

leftmost boundary at t = 0. As shown in Fig. 1.22, when the incident plane wave with a 

normal angle of incidence collides with the cavity boundaries, the wave is scattered in 

multiple directions. An interesting phenomenon that occurs when a longitudinal 

(compressive) wave is scattered by an obstacle is a portion of the incident plane wave 

energy is converted to out-of-plane shear waves as shown in Fig. 1.23. Since the cavity 

inclusions are void of any material properties, no waves will propagate though the cavities 

and thus, refraction of waves will not occur within the cavities. For the 1D wave 

propagation cases previously discussed, there is no wave mode conversion at contrasting 

boundaries, as only plane waves can exist in a 1D lattice system. This mechanism of mode 

Figure 1.22 - Snap shots of scattered wave profiles from a transient 

incident plane wave in an elastic medium (Al 6061) with multiple 

circular cavities (COMSOL Multiphysics). 
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conversion is a key concept 

for complex scattering and 

attenuation mechanisms that 

will be applied in later 

sections. 

If a different case is now 

considered, where the 

inclusions within the 

aluminum plate are assumed to be composed of tungsten (more rigid) with corresponding 

material properties, the scattering mechanism will be slightly different. In Fig. 1.24, the 

wave propagation within the aluminum plate and tungsten inclusions can be seen which 

illustrates the refraction of the incident plane wave which again undergoes wave mode 

conversion. Although the surface stress is apparent for both the background aluminum plate 

and tungsten inclusions 

in Fig. 1.24, it should be 

noted that refracted 

waves are only present 

within the tungsten 

inclusion under the 

infinite boundary 

condition. Another way 

to illustrate this is by 

observing the scattering 

Figure 1.23 – Wave mode conversion of incident plane wave to 

scattered shear wave field. 

Figure 1.24 - Snap shots of scattered wave profiles from a transient 

incident plane wave in elastic medium (aluminum 6063) with multiple 

tungsten inclusions (COMSOL Multiphysics). Refracted wave field 

within tungsten inclusion shown with more detail in bottom right. 
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profiles in Fig. 1.25, 

where the shear and 

plane wave fields are 

refracted into the 

inclusions and 

shear/plane waves are 

scattered in the 

aluminum plate.  

These demonstrations of elastic wave scattering within inhomogeneous solids are relatively 

simple to carry out using numerical simulations in COMSOL. In the following section, an 

analytical mathematical model will be formulated using the previously derived governing 

equations for wave propagation in elastic solids. However, instead of a 2D homogeneous 

solid, the scattering behavior by both a spherical cavity as well as an elastic spherical 

inclusion will be analyzed after formulating the governing equations of the system.  

1.4.3 Elastic Wave Scattering from Spherical Inclusions 

The scattering of waves by spherical obstacles is a research topic that has been thoroughly 

explored over the past 60 years because of its utilization in a variety of engineering 

applications [8- 10].  Consider a longitudinal compression wave propagating in the positive 

z-direction through an isotropic elastic medium with an embedded spherical inclusion with 

symmetry about the z-axis. Using the scalar and vector potentials given by the Helmholtz’s 

decomposition in Eqn. (1.27), the plane wave (P-wave) and shear wave (S-wave) potentials 

for the incident wave can be written as 

Figure 1.25 – Wave mode conversion of an incident plane wave to scattered 

shear waves with refracted shear wave inside tungsten inclusion shown in 

detail. 
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Φ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) = Φ0𝑒
𝑖(𝑞1𝑧−𝜔𝑡), (1.32a) 

Ψ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) = 0. (1.32b) 

When the plane waves impinge on the surface of the spherical inclusion, wave mode 

conversion takes place, and both P- and S-waves are reflected back into the elastic medium. 

If the spherical inclusion is composed of an elastic material with corresponding material 

properties, two types of waves will be refracted into the inclusion. Because the P- and S-

waves travel with different propagation speeds, Eqn.’s (1.30) and (1.31) will also need to 

be applied in order to obtain the corresponding wavenumbers. For the first case, a spherical 

cavity inclusion within an infinite background material, medium 1, is considered. In Eqn. 

(1.32), the wavenumber for medium 1 is written as, 𝑞1 = 2𝜋/Λ, where Λ is the wavelength 

of the propagating elastic wave. In order to obtain a solution for the wave equation (1.31), 

the longitudinal and transverse wavenumbers are given as  

 
𝑞𝑖,𝐿 = 𝜔√

𝜌𝑖

𝜆𝑖 + 2𝜇𝑖
, 

𝑞𝑖,𝑇 = 𝜔√
𝜌𝑖

𝜇𝑖
, 

(1.33a) 

(1.33b) 

where 𝜔 denotes the frequency, and the materials density and first and second Lamé 

parameters are denoted by 𝜌𝑖, 𝜆𝑖 and 𝜇𝑖, respectively. The use of the subscript “i" will 

become apparent in later cases when more than one elastic material is considered during 
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the problem formulation. For a spherical coordinate system (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜙), Eqn. (1.32) can be 

represented as an infinite series in the form 

 Φ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) = Φ0 ∑(2𝑛 + 1)𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟)𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0

, (1.34) 

 where, 𝑗𝑛(𝑥) = √
𝜋

2𝑥
𝐽
𝑛+

1

2

(𝑥), is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind and 𝑃𝑛(𝑥) is a 

set of Legendre polynomials. The time factor, 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝑡, can be omitted from Eqn. (1.34) 

without loss of generality as well as in later equations when its occurrence is obvious. By 

inserting the spherical Bessel function into Eqn. (1.34), the displacement and stress fields 

can be obtained for the incident P-wave field. The reflected P- and S-wave fields can then 

be determined with Eqn.’s (1.30) and (1.31) and their P- and S-wave potentials written as  

 
Φ(𝑟) = ∑ 𝐴𝑛ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿

∞

𝑛=0

𝑟)𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃), (1.35a) 

Ψ(𝑟) = ∑ 𝐵𝑛ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟)𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0

. (1.35b) 

In Eqn. (1.35) the longitudinal and transverse wave numbers are denoted by 𝑞1,𝐿 and 𝑞1,𝑇, 

respectively, and ℎ𝑛(𝑥) = ℎ𝑛
(1)(𝑥) = √

𝜋

2𝑥
𝐻𝑛+1

(1) (𝑥) is a spherical Hankel function of the 

first kind. For refracted wave fields, which will exist if the spherical inclusion is an elastic 

solid, the two refracted wave potentials can be represented as 
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Φ(𝑓) = − ∑ 𝐶𝑛𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟)𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0

, (1.36a) 

Ψ(𝑓) = − ∑ 𝐷𝑛𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟)𝑃𝑛(cos 𝜃).

∞

𝑛=0

 (1.36b) 

In the wave potential formulas above, the parameters 𝐴𝑛, 𝐵𝑛, 𝐶𝑛 and 𝐷𝑛, are unknowns 

that can be obtained by applying the correct boundary conditions at 𝑟 =  𝑎, where ‘𝑎’ 

denotes the radius of the spherical inclusion. For the infinite elastic background media 

(medium 1), the incident and reflected wave fields can be obtained by superimposing their 

potentials whereas only refracted wave fields will exist within the inclusion in the form of 

standing waves (for elastic inclusion case). The total potentials for the P- and S-wave fields 

in the infinite elastic solid are written as  

 Φ1 = Φ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + Φ(𝑟), (1.37a) 

Ψ1 = Ψ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + Ψ(𝑟). (1.37b) 

The displacement and stress fields for the infinite elastic solid can then be obtained and are 

provided in Appendix I for brevity. The refracted wave fields will only be considered if the 

spherical inclusion is composed of an elastic solid and will thus be omitted for the spherical 

cavity problem where a limiting method of, 𝜌2, 𝜆2, 𝜇2 → 0, is applied. For a spherical 

cavity, the unknowns 𝐴𝑛 and 𝐵𝑛 can be readily obtained by applying the boundary 

condition at r = a, so the incident and reflected stress fields satisfy 
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𝜎𝑟𝑟
(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + 𝜎𝑟𝑟

(𝑟)
= 0, 

𝜎𝑟𝑟
(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + 𝜎𝑟𝜃

(𝑟)
= 0. 

(1.38) 

From here, the two unknown coefficients can be solved for with the two simultaneous 

equations written in the form  

 [
𝐸31 𝐸32

𝐸41 𝐸42
] {

𝐴𝑛

𝐵𝑛
} = [

𝐸3

𝐸4
], (1.39) 

where 𝐸𝑖𝑗 = (𝛿𝑖𝑗)𝑟 = 𝑎
 and the 𝛿𝑖𝑗 formulas are given in Appendix I. The resulting incident 

and reflected wave fields can then be obtained as illustrated in Fig. 1.26. Comparing Fig.’s 

1.26 (a) and (b), which illustrate the plane wave fields, it’s apparent that the incident P-

wave undergoes 

significant scattering from 

the spherical cavity 

inclusion. It is also 

apparent that the incident 

wave is purely 

compressive until wave 

mode conversion takes 

place after it collides with 

the cavity boundary 

causing shear wave 

Figure 1.26 - Elastic wave scattering by spherical cavity inclusion in 

an infinite elastic background medium. (a) Incident P-wave 

(compressive) field, (b) total P-wave field, (c) scattered P-wave field, 

(d) scattered S-wave (transverse) field. 
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formation. Since the elastic solid is considered to be infinitely large, scattered waves will 

only radiate from the center of the elastic solid since no boundary reflections are 

considered.  

The principal of elastic wave scattering is an important concept for many applications that 

utilize wave propagation for imaging. A few examples include medical imaging or 

ultrasonics, non-destructive testing (NDT) of materials, sonar and radar systems, as well 

as many others. These systems are based on the detection of reflected or scattered waves 

from an excitation or wave source by a sensor system that converts the wave signals into 

images.  

The next elastic wave scattering case that will be discussed involves an elastic spherical 

inclusion with different material properties from those of the background medium. 

Although the problem formulation is similar to the one previously employed, different 

boundary conditions will exist and thus the continuity conditions will have to be changed 

accordingly. For the following derivation steps, the background and elastic spherical 

inclusion media will be denoted as medium 1 and medium 2, respectively. The background 

material is kept as Al-6063, while a denser and more rigid tungsten material is selected for 

the spherical inclusion material. The interface between the two media at 𝑟 =  𝑎 is assumed 

to be ideally rigid and thus the displacements and tractions will be equal along this 

boundary. The continuity conditions for the displacements and stresses can then be readily 

obtained as 

 𝑢𝑟
(𝑓)

= 𝑢𝑟
(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + 𝑢𝑟

(𝑟)
, (1.40) 
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𝑢𝜃
(𝑓)

= 𝑢𝜃
(𝑖𝑛𝑐)

+ 𝑢𝜃
(𝑟)

, 

𝜎𝑟𝑟
(𝑓)

= 𝜎𝑟𝑟
(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + 𝜎𝑟𝑟

(𝑟)
, 

𝜎𝜃
(𝑓)

= 𝜎𝜃
(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + 𝜎𝜃

(𝑟) 

 where the superscripts “inc”, “r” and “f” denote the incident, reflected and refracted 

components, respectively. From the continuity equations above, a system of four 

simultaneous equations is found which can then be used to solve for the four unknown 

coefficients, 𝐴𝑛, 𝐵𝑛, 𝐶𝑛 and 𝐷𝑛  in the form 

 [

𝐸11 𝐸12

𝐸21 𝐸22

𝐸13 𝐸14

𝐸23 𝐸24

𝐸31 𝐸32

𝐸41 𝐸42

𝑝𝐸33 𝑝𝐸34

𝑝𝐸43 𝑝𝐸44

] {

𝐴𝑛

𝐵𝑛

𝐶𝑛

𝐷𝑛

} = Φ0 [

𝐸1

𝐸2

𝐸3

𝐸4

] , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝 = 𝜇2/𝜇1. (1.41) 

After solving for the four unknown coefficients, the incident, reflected and refracted wave 

fields can be obtained as shown in Fig.’s 1.27 and 1.28 for the P- and S-wave fields, 

respectively.  
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As demonstrated with the previous case of a spherical cavity inclusion, it is apparent that 

the incident wave is converted from a single P-wave into both P- and S-waves which are 

scattered by the embedded tungsten sphere. However, now that the spherical inclusion is 

composed of an elastic solid, both P- and S-waves are refracted into the inclusion as shown 

in part (c) of Fig.’s 1.27 and 1.28. The refracted waves within the inclusion are standing 

type waves in which the center particles remain in a fixed position, while the outside 

positions oscillate with the maximum amplitude. For a clearer illustration of the wave field 

amplitudes, 3D surface plots of the total P- and S-wave fields are also shown in part (d) of 

Fig.’s 1.27 and 1.28.  

Figure 1.27– 5 kHz incident and scattered plane 

wave fields for elastic medium (Al-6061) with 

embedded elastic spherical inclusion (tungsten). 

Figure 1.28– 5 kHz incident and scattered shear 

wave fields for elastic medium (Al-6061) with 

embedded elastic spherical inclusion (tungsten). 
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Finally, scattering properties inherent in layered elastic media as well as elastic obstacles 

with non-planar geometries is analyzed through the use of the open source toolbox for 

MATLAB, k-Wave. In this analysis, a spherical structure with a solid internal core, and 

four additional elastic layers is considered with an incident circular pressure wave source 

as shown in Fig. 1.29. In the figure, the normal and shear stresses are illustrated on the left 

and right sides of the figure, respectively, and 

the time increases from top to bottom. As the 

incident pressure wave impinges on the 

inclusions outermost boundary, both shear and 

compressive waves are reflected back into the 

infinite background medium and refracted into 

the multi-layered inclusion. It can be seen that 

a significant portion of the incident wave is 

effectively trapped within the layered inclusion 

and the amplitude of the transmitted wave is 

greatly reduced. This microstructural 

configuration takes advantage of the two wave 

attenuation mechanisms previously discussed 

and is a simple representation of a metamaterial 

unit cell that will be discussed in greater detail 

in the following chapter.  

  

Figure 1.29 – Transient elastic wave scattering 

of multi-layered sphere using k-Wave toolbox 

and MATLAB. 
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 ELASTIC/ACOUSTIC METAMATERIALS 

2.1 Basic Concepts  

The field of elastic/acoustic metamaterial research has seen a significant increase in 

attention over the last decade due to their unique material properties, including a negative 

effective mass and density over certain frequency regions. Applications for EAMMs are 

vast as they have the potential for many uses involving the control and manipulation of 

propagating waves such as super resolution imaging, structural health monitoring, 

broadband mechanical wave mitigation and even cloaking [26-40]. Recalling the 

previously discussed cases of wave scattering caused by inclusions within an elastic 

medium, a similar case that demonstrates a theoretical metamaterial-based cloaking device 

is shown in Fig. 2.1. It was illustrated in the previous chapter, that when propagating plane 

waves impinged on the surface of a 

spherical cavity or obstacle, scattered 

waves fields would result and distort 

the original plane wave field. In the left 

of Fig. 2.1 it is easy to observe this 

scattering mechanism, however, in the 

right portion of the figure, the initial 

plane wave field is only slightly 

disturbed or scattered by the inclusion.  

Figure 2.1 – Metamaterial cloak masking a spherical 

obstacle.  
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In nature, the complex interactions between electromagnetic (EM) light waves and objects 

is what allows humans to see. As light waves travel through space, they are reflected and 

scattered into space, eventually making their way to the eyes and then interpreted by the 

brain. This is also how an object’s color is determined wherein color spectrum wavelengths 

are reflected or absorbed by an objects 

surface causing what is perceived as color. 

Now imagine an object that is surrounded 

by a material capable of bending incident 

waves around it so that the original wave 

field is left completely undisturbed. To 

accomplish this, the cloaking material would need to possess a negative index of refraction 

in order to bend the waves around the masked object as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. This concept 

for a metamaterial-based cloaking device, once the subject of myth and fantasy, has come 

much closer to reality in recent years [41]. Other noteworthy applications for EM 

metamaterials include super resolution imaging by creating metamaterial based super 

lenses capable of overcoming the diffraction limit to achieve subwavelength imaging [42]. 

Although EM metamaterials have been experimentally proven to possess optical 

resonances in which these double negative material properties arise, their application for 

broadband frequency ranges is still limited.  

In EAMMs, rather than an optical resonance mechanism, specially designed substructures 

or “unit cells”, with a scale smaller than the working wavelength create a locally resonant 

response mechanism. The double negative optical parameters of EM metamaterials are 

analogous to the negative effective material parameters in EAMMs exhibited at locally 

Figure 2.2 – Depiction of metamaterial-based 

cloaking, where incoming waves are perfected bent 

around an object effectively masking it [14]. 
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resonant frequencies. At these resonant frequencies, EAMMs can exhibit negative effective 

material properties, including a negative effective mass and density. The terms “negative 

effective mass” and “negative effective density” often provoke a confusing reaction since 

it is difficult to envision even though the concept is relatively simple. If a force is applied 

to a body, Newton’s second law states that the body will accelerate in the same direction 

as the force acting upon it. In EAMMs, forces with frequencies near the unit cells resonance 

frequency will cause the metamaterial structure to accelerate in the opposite direction of 

the body force. In order to satisfy the laws of motion, the effective mass of the structure 

must then become negative in the form 𝐹 = (−𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓)(−𝑎). Another interesting 

phenomenon that arises from the local resonance mechanism is frequency band gap 

regions, in which the propagation of elastic/acoustic waves is prohibited similar to the 

phononic lattice structures discussed in the previous chapter. One of the earliest 

experimental demonstrations of this behavior in an EAMM was carried out by Liu et al. 

[3], in which unit cells comprised of heavy lead (Pb) spheres coated in elastic silicone 

rubber were embedded periodically in a rigid epoxy matrix. Through transmission testing, 

it was found that the metamaterial structure exhibited strong wave attenuation properties 

near the unit cell’s resonant frequency as shown in the left of Fig. 2.3. In the right-hand 

side of the figure, the frequency dependent effective material parameters relative to mass 

density are shown with negative values near the local resonance frequencies of the 

metamaterials unit cells. The underlying mechanism that causes the band gap behavior and 

wave attenuation in the EAMM is the resonant motions of the structures unit cells. Near 

the first excitation frequency (~400 Hz), the coated Pb masses, which can be viewed as 

analogous mass and springs, begin to oscillate and effectively store the propagating waves 
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energy. At the higher excitation frequency (~1100Hz) the maximum displacement occurs 

in the silicone rubber layer although the displacement of the lead mass remains non-zero. 

These two modes of vibration are associated with the acoustic (low frequency) and optical 

(high frequency) modes that were previously described for periodic lattice systems.  

 

Figure 2.3 – (Left) Measured transmission amplitude (solid circle) and reference transmission 

amplitudes (squares); dashed lines represent the calculated transmission amplitudes. (Right) Frequency 

dependent effective longitudinal stiffness calculated from the inverse of the transmission amplitude [3]. 

 

2.2 Microstructural Unit Cell Designs  

As previously stated, a continuum EAMM design and its unit cells can be described and 

modeled more simply as a mass-spring-mass system in order to mathematically describe 

the frequency dependent effective material properties and band gap formation behavior. 

H.H. Huang, C.T. Sun & G.L. Huang [8] outlined a EAMM microstructural model 

consisting of a periodic lattice of equally spaced unit cells comprised of an inner and outer 

mass connected by linear springs as shown in Fig. 2.4. The equations of motion for the 

lattice microstructure were obtained in the same way as was previously discussed in 
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Section 1.3 for diatomic lattice structures.  

 

Figure 2.4 – (a) Single resonator metamaterial unit cell and its effective single mass model, (b) infinite 

mass-in-mass lattice system [8]. 

 

Using the dispersion relations obtained from the equations of motion for the single 

resonator EAMM design, it was found that the mass-in-mass (MIM) microstructural design 

possessed a larger band gap region than the classical Voight-Kelvin lattice model (Fig. 

2.5(a)). It was also demonstrated that the MIM structure possessed a wide theoretical 

frequency band gap region which is shown in Fig. 2.5(b). By representing the MIM 

microstructure as a single effective mass with an equivalent dispersion relation to MIM 

characteristic equation, the negative effective mass of the lattice system could be 

demonstrated as is shown in Fig. 2.5(c). Finally, a continuum model was formulated to 

validate the lattice model of the EAMMs microstructural design. The resulting dispersion 

relations were nearly identical with only a small derivation for the outermost portions of 

the optical mode branch.  
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Figure 2.5 – Dispersion analysis of single resonator metamaterial unit cell design where band gap 

frequency regions are shaded. (a) Optical and acoustic modes of lattice vibration, (b) complex 

wavenumber where real and imaginary parts denote propagation and attenuation factors, respectively, 

(c) negative effective mass exhibited by effective single mass model [8]. 

 

Building on the single resonator MIM microstructural design, G.L. Huang & C.T. Sun 

proposed a different theoretical EAMM microstructural design by incorporating an 

additional mass resonator [9]. By including the additional mass in the microstructural 

design, an additional band gap region was created similar to the triatomic lattice model 

discussed in Section 1.3.3. 

 

Figure 2.6 – Multi-resonator elastic metamaterial lattice model. 
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Tan, H.H. Huang & C.T. Sun would later apply the multi-resonator EAMM concept for 

potential application for blast and shockwave mitigation [10] based on the negative 

effective mass concept. It was 

found that by carefully 

selecting the values for the 

inner and outer mass ratios, a 

low frequency 

blast/shockwave attenuation 

region could theoretically be 

achieved. However, a 

fundamental drawback inherent to traditional EAMM is the band gap frequency region 

locations and widths are dependent on the microstructural parameters, and are thus fixed. 

Therefore, purely elastic EAMMs are not capable of achieving the broadband wave 

attenuation needed for blast and shockwaves, which are broadband by nature, unless 

physical material and geometric changes are made to the unit cell’s microstructure. 

However, if dissipative elements are included in the microstructural design of the dual 

resonator EAMM, the passband region between the two band gaps can be theoretically 

eliminated, thus creating a single broadband attenuation region.  

  

Figure 2.7 – Frequency domain results of dual resonator EAMM 

microstructure design subjected to blast wave loading [10]. 
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 DISSIPATIVE ELASTIC/ACOUSTIC METAMATERIAL 

DESIGN  

3.1 Microstructural Design 

Microstructural designs for non-dissipative EAMMs previously discussed possess a 

fundamental drawback in the fact that their inherent band gap regions are fixed over certain 

frequencies and thus, broadband wave attenuation is not possible. By incorporating 

dissipative elements into the multi-resonator EAMM microstructural design, the two band 

gaps regions can effectively be joined into a single broadband attenuation region. Because 

blast/shockwaves are broadband by nature, with a large amplitude in low frequencies which 

decays exponentially to higher frequencies, a broadband attenuation mechanism is 

necessary for effective mitigation. A dissipative EAMM microstructural model, previously 

proposed by Y.Y. Chen & M.V. Barnhart [11] and discussed by others [47-49], will be 

considered for its potential application for broadband wave attenuation. Individual 

microstructural parameters that reflect physical elastic material properties will be analyzed 

to determine their influence on broadband absorption performance. For the dissipative 

EAMM microstructural design shown in the top of Fig. 3.1, the same methodology is used 

for deriving the systems characteristic equation. However, now another mechanism of 

energy attenuation must be included in the form of damping, which was not considered in 

previous discussions. The concept of damping is relatively simple in that it describes the 

dissipation of energy in oscillating system. This concept can be readily applied to the 

traditional multi-resonator microstructural design of non-dissipative EAMMs in order to 

take advantage of the locally resonant motions in the unit cells. 
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Figure 3.1 – (Top) Multi-resonator dissipative elastic metamaterial lattice model, (bottom) effective unit 

cell representation of dissipative multi-resonator design [11]. 

 

For the dissipative multi-resonator microstructural design shown in the top of Fig. 3.1, the 

system of equations to describe the lattice systems motion are: 

 
𝑚1�̈�1

(𝑗)
+ 𝑘1(2𝑢1

(𝑗)
− 𝑢1

(𝑗−1)
− 𝑢1

(𝑗+1)
) + 𝑐1 (2�̇�1

(𝑗)
− �̇�1

(𝑗−1)
− �̇�1

(𝑗+1)
) +

𝑘2(𝑢1
(𝑗)

− 𝑢2
(𝑗)

) + 𝑐2 (�̇�1
(𝑗)

− �̇�2
(𝑗)

) = 0, 
(3.1a) 

 
𝑚2�̈�2

(𝑗)
+ 𝑘2 (𝑢2

(𝑗)
− 𝑢1

(𝑗)
) + 𝑐2 (�̇�2

(𝑗)
− �̇�1

(𝑗)
) + 𝑘3 (𝑢2

(𝑗)
− 𝑢3

(𝑗)
) +

𝑐3 (�̇�2
(𝑗)

− �̇�3
(𝑗)

) = 0,  
(3.1b) 
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 𝑚3�̈�3
(𝑗)

+ 𝑘3 (𝑢3
(𝑗)

− 𝑢2
(𝑗)

) + 𝑐3 (�̇�3
(𝑗)

− �̇�2
(𝑗)

) = 0. (3.1c) 

In Eqn. (3.1), the displacement for the j-th unit cell is represented by 𝑢𝛼
(𝑗), where 𝛼 denotes 

the specific mass within the unit cell (𝛼 = 1, 2, 3). Using the Bloch-Floquet theorem, the 

displacement in harmonic waveform can be written as 

 𝑢𝛼
(𝑗)

= 𝐷𝛼𝑒𝑖(𝑞𝑥−𝜔𝑡), (3.2) 

where 𝐷𝛼 is the displacement amplitude, 𝑞 is the wavenumber and 𝜔 is the radial frequency 

in 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠. Similarly, the displacement of the (j+n)-th unit cell in the lattice can be written 

as 

  𝑢𝛼
(𝑗+𝑛)

= 𝐷𝛼𝑒𝑖(𝑞𝑥+𝑛𝑞𝐿−𝜔𝑡) (3.3) 

where 𝑛 denotes the unit cell in the lattice (n = 1, 2, 3, …), and 𝐿 is the lattice constant or 

spacing between each unit cell. The dispersion relations for the lattice system are then 

obtained by inserting Eqn.’s (3.2) and (3.3) into Eqn. (3.1). The resulting system of 

equations can then be written as 

 𝑀11 = −
Ω2𝛿2

𝜃2
+ 2[1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)] [1 + 𝑖Ω𝜁1√

𝛿2

𝜃2
] + 𝛿2[1 + 𝑖Ω𝜁2], (3.4a) 
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 𝑀12 = 𝑀21 = −𝛿2[1 + 𝑖Ω𝜁2], (3.4b) 

 𝑀13 = 𝑀31 = 0, (3.4c) 

 𝑀22 = −Ω2𝛿2 + 𝛿2[1 + 𝑖Ω𝜁2] + 𝛿3 + 𝑖Ω𝜁3√
𝛿2𝛿3𝜃3

𝜃2
, (3.4d) 

 𝑀23 = 𝑀32 = −𝛿3 − 𝑖Ω𝜁3√
𝛿2𝛿3𝜃3

𝜃2
, (3.4e) 

 𝑀33 =
−Ω2𝛿2𝜃3

𝜃2
+ 𝛿3 + 𝑖Ω𝜁3√

𝛿2𝛿3𝜃3

𝜃2
. (3.4f) 

In Eqn. (3.4), the non-dimensionalized frequency is denoted by Ω = 𝜔 𝜔0⁄ , where 𝜔0 =

√𝑘2 𝑚2⁄ . The mass and stiffness ratios of the system are represented by 𝜃2 = 𝑚2/𝑚1, 

𝜃3 = 𝑚3/𝑚1, 𝛿2 = 𝑘2/𝑘1 and 𝛿3 = 𝑘3/𝑘1. Finally, the damping ratios of each dissipative 

element is calculated as, 𝜁𝑝 = 𝑐𝑝√𝑘𝑝𝑚𝑝, where 𝑝 =  1, 2, 𝑜𝑟 3. The system of equations 

in (3.4) can then be treated as an eigenvalue problem by taking the determinant of the 

system and setting it equal to zero to obtain a non-trivial solution in the form 

 |
𝑀11 𝑀12 𝑀13

𝑀21 𝑀22 𝑀23

𝑀31 𝑀32 𝑀33

| = 0. (3.5) 
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From this, the non-dimensional wavenumber as a function of the non-dimensionalized 

frequency, 𝑞𝐿(Ω), can be obtained to describe the dispersion relations of the system. The 

complex wavenumber is written as, 𝑞𝐿 =  𝐴 +  𝑖𝐵, where the real portion of the 

wavenumber, 𝐴, denotes the propagation factor. The displacement amplitude is 

proportional to the imaginary part of the wave number such that, 𝑒−𝐵(
𝑥

𝐿
), and thus the 

propagation amplitude will decay spatially for 𝐵 ≠ 0. Because of this relation, the 

imaginary portion of the wavenumber, 𝐵, represents the wave attenuation factor. For this 

reason, the amplitude of the attenuation factor is of particular interest if wave attenuation 

is the objective. In Fig 3.2, the attenuation characteristics of the 2-DOF and 3-DOF purely 

elastic EAMM microstructure 

designs are compared to the 

dissipative 3-DOF design 

shown in Fig. 3.1.  From the 

attenuation factor 

characteristics of the three 

designs, it is easily seen that 

only a single, pure band gap 

region is created by the 2-DOF 

single resonator design. With 

the addition of a second 

resonant mass, the single pure band gap is split into two separate band gap regions for the 

non-dissipative 3-DOF microstructure design. Finally, if dissipative elements are 

incorporated into the 3-DOF microstructure, the passband region between the two band 

Figure 3.2 - Imaginary part (attenuation factor) of non-

dimensional wavenumber Im[qL] for different elastic 

metamaterial microstructure configurations.  
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gaps is eliminated, and a single broadband attenuation region is established. For the purely 

elastic metamaterial microstructures, the band gap regions are formed by the out of phase 

motions of the internal masses near their local resonance frequency. With the addition of 

dissipative elements, the band gap regions are effectively joined as the out of phase 

kinematic energy stored within the unit cell is gradually absorbed by the damping 

mechanism.  

To further illustrate the combined mechanical resonance and energy absorption through the 

use of dissipative elements, an effective unit cell model can be considered as shown in the 

bottom of Fig. 3.1. The effective mass and effective damping coefficient can then be 

calculated as 

 

𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜕2𝑢1
(𝑗)

𝜕𝑡2
+ 𝑘1 [2𝑢1

(𝑗)
− 𝑢1

(𝑗+1)
− 𝑢1

(𝑗−1)
]

+ 𝑐1 [2
𝜕𝑢1

(𝑗)

𝜕𝑡
−

𝜕𝑢1
(𝑗+1)

𝜕𝑡
−

𝜕𝑢1
(𝑗−1)

𝜕𝑡
] + 𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜕𝑢1
(𝑗)

𝜕𝑡
= 0, 

(3.6) 

 𝜔2𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2[𝑘1 + 𝑖𝜔𝑐1][1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)] + 𝑖𝜔𝑐1. (3.7) 

From Eqn. (3.7) it is obvious that the effective mass and effective damping parameters are 

represented by the real and imaginary parts of the relation 2[𝑘1 + 𝑖𝜔𝑐1][1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)], and 

can thus be fully decoupled and written as 
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  𝑚𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑅𝑒{2[𝑘1 + 𝑖𝜔𝑐1][1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)]}

𝜔2
, (3.8) 

 𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐼𝑚{−2[𝑘1 + 𝑖𝜔𝑐1][1 − cos(𝑞𝐿)]}

𝜔
. (3.9) 

Using Eqn. (3.8), the dynamic effective mass can be calculated as illustrated in Fig. 3.3, 

where the two non-dissipative EAMM models previously discussed are compared with the 

dissipative 3-DOF microstructure 

model. While the mechanical 

resonance is still the dominant 

mechanism for the creation of the 

low frequency attenuation region, 

at higher frequencies attenuation 

is due to the microstructures 

effective damping parameters.  

This is clearly demonstrated in 

Fig. 3.4 where the propagation 

and attenuation factors, dynamic effective mass and effective damping coefficient is 

illustrated in parts (a), (b) and (c), respectively. From part (a) of the figure, it is obvious 

that the two pure band gaps from the non-dissipative microstructural model are no longer 

present and the propagation factor is a non-zero value over the entire frequency range. 

While this characteristic could initially be viewed as a drawback, it can also be seen that 

the attenuation factors amplitude is also non-zero over a large portion of the frequency 

Figure 3.3 – Effective mass of different metamaterial 

microstructure designs as a function of the non-

dimensional frequency, Ω. 
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range analyzed. This behavior signifies a broadband attenuation mechanism present in the 

dissipative EAMM microstructure design. Comparing Fig.’s 3.4 (a) and (b), it is easy to 

see that the low frequency attenuation region is still primarily caused by the resonant 

mechanism of the internal mass resonators as mentioned before, while the higher frequency 

attenuation peaks amplitude has been 

decreased. To further illustrate the impact 

that damping has on the system, the 

effective damping coefficient is 

calculated as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(c). In 

low frequency attenuation region, a 

significant spike in the effective damping 

is visible, which constitutes a large 

amount of oscillation energy from the 

inner masses being absorbed by the 

dissipative elements. Another smaller 

peak is visible in the higher frequency 

region between Ω = 1 and Ω = 2, in 

which the smaller amplitude resonant 

motions are significantly hindered by the 

dissipative elements. However, for 

frequency between the two peaks, the 

effective damping coefficient maintains a 

non-zero value, signifying a global 

Figure 3.4 – (a) Propagation and attenuation 

factors as a function of the non-dimensional 

frequency, (b) dynamic effective mass of dissipative 

EAMM and (c) global effective damping 

mechanism of dissipative EAMM microstructure. 
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effective damping mechanism that allows for the removal of the previously pure passing 

band.  

While the dissipative elements allow for broadband frequency absorption, it should be 

noted that it is also at the cost of reducing the higher frequency attenuation regions 

amplitude. This is due to the fact that the out-of-phase motions of the unit cells internal 

resonators is significantly hindered by the dissipative elements.  Because of this, parameter 

selection of the mass ratios, stiffness and damping values needs to be carefully considered 

in order to create a microstructural design with optimal performance. This can be done by 

implementing a comprehensive, biological evolution inspired genetic algorithm in order to 

optimize these system parameters. By doing this, optimal parameter values for the 

constituent unit cell elements can be determined in order to ensure a design capable of 

providing the greatest performance. 
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 OPTIMIZATION USING BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 

INSPIRED GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

In order to determine the ideal system parameters that yield the greatest attenuation 

performance in the dissipative EAMM microstructure design, a comprehensive global 

search algorithm has been employed. Because the stiffness, damping and mass ratio 

parameters in the analytical lattice model are analogous to the material properties of real 

elastic solids; they are used as a means for topology optimization as well as material 

selection. The optimization method implemented is a biological evolution inspired genetic 

algorithm (GA) for which the MATLAB code is available in Appendix III. The GA was 

chosen as the optimization search method because of its stochastic features that ensure a 

global minimum is obtained while adhering to linear and non-linear variable constraints. 

One advantage of the GA in particular, is the ability to include a degree of randomness in 

the search process, which is not necessarily possible with traditional iterative search 

methods. The fundamental concept of the GA optimization process lies in its similarity to 

how natural evolution occurs over generations of a population. By mimicking this natural 

process, it is much more likely to avoid solving for local minima/maxima of an objective 

function. A broadband frequency summation strategy will eventually be employed in order 

to carry out constrained optimization of the dissipative EAMMs microstructure that can 

then be validated using numerical modeling methods. Finally, physical unit cells composed 

of real elastic materials is proposed before hybrid manufacturing techniques are utilized 

for unit cell fabrication.  
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4.1 Genetic Algorithm Methodology and Settings 

The search method of the GA can be broken down into individual computational steps, all 

of which are intended to mirror the processes that occur in real-world biological evolution. 

In Fig. 3.4, a flow chart diagram illustrates these iterative steps and the optimization 

stopping criterion. The first step of the 

GA process is to generate an initial 

population of individuals that 

represent system parameters of the 

objective function which is used as a 

measure of the overall system fitness. 

The initial populations fitness is then 

checked to see if the desired objective 

function fitness (or minimum) has 

been reached. If it has been reached, 

the optimization process is halted. If 

the desired fitness has not been 

reached, the GA continues the optimization process by ranking individuals in the 

population based on the overall fitness of the system. Genetically fit individuals are 

artificially selected as “mating pairs” and the average of their values is carried over to the 

next generation. In order to introduce a degree of randomness, artificial mutation is 

implemented at certain generation steps in order to ensure that a global minimum is 

determined. Finally, the GA starts the process over and will continue to do so until the 

Figure 4.1  – Flow chart of iteration steps taken by 

genetic algorithm optimization function. 
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desired fitness of the systems objective function is reached.  

For the dissipative EAMM microstructural model, the dispersion relations for the complex 

wavenumber as a function of non-dimensionalized frequency can be utilized as a measure 

of system fitness in order to find the optimum values for mass, stiffness and damping 

parameters. That is, the two objective cases considered are: (1) to minimize the real portion 

of the complex wavenumber and, (2) maximize the imaginary part which represents the 

attenuation amplitude. Since solving for optimum system parameters at each frequency 

step, 𝑁, will result in 𝑁 optimal solutions, this approach is not realistic. Therefore, a 

broadband frequency summation method will be applied in order to gauge performance 

over a broad frequency region. 

Another factor that needs to be 

considered is the selected system 

settings for the GA, including 

the impact on performance from 

total number of generations, 

population size, crossover ratio 

and mutation rate. In figure 4.2, 

where the optimization objective 

selected is the maximization of 

the attenuation factor, it is obvious that the system performance improves with the 

increasing number of generations, which is not surprising. This is also visible in the left 

and right of Fig. 4.3, where the best, worst and average system fitness scores of the 

objective function over increasing generations is shown.  

Figure 4.2 – System improvement over generations of 

genetic algorithm optimization.  
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For these reasons it is beneficial to set the maximum number of generations to a large value 

and then implement generation stall limits to halt optimization if no improvement in system 

fitness is observed over a specified number of generation steps. It is also important to use 

a large enough initial population size, as a small population will result in very little genetic 

diversity in the population leading to sub-optimal solutions. The crossover and mutation 

rates can also be defined, however, after running hundreds of different optimization studies 

with various crossover and mutation rates both low and high; no significant impact on the 

final result was noticed. As long as the population size and number of generations were 

sufficiently large enough, the default settings for crossover and mutation rates were found 

to be sufficient, and setting the crossover rate too low or mutation rate to high actually 

resulted in longer computation times.  

4.1.1 Coupling Stiffness and Damping Parameters Through Generalized Damping  

Although there are six system parameters that effect the wave absorption performance (not 

Figure 4.3 – Best and average fitness scores over increasing generations of genetic algorithm. 
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including the frequency), a method for relating the stiffness and damping parameters is 

necessary in order to obtain realistic results. If the stiffness and damping parameters are 

both included during the optimization process, the resulting stiffness and damping for a 

specific material layer could be both extremely large or small, which is not physically 

possible. Therefore, a proportional damping approach was adopted using the undamped 

modal response of the unit cell in order to determine the systems damping ratios as a 

function of frequency [50- 57]. In this method, the stiffness and damping components are 

coupled and the damping parameters used to evaluate the systems fitness are based on the 

optimized stiffness parameter values. In order to apply proportional damping to this 

problem, a variation of the well-known Rayleigh proportional damping approach is 

adopted. In classical proportional damping, the damping values of the system are calculated 

with a linear relation between the stiffness and mass parameters in the form 

 [𝐶] = 𝛼[𝑀] + β[K]. (4.1) 

In Eqn. (4.1), 𝛼 and 𝛽 denote the proportional damping coefficients in relation to the mass 

and stiffness parameters of the system, respectively. Using a small displacement 

assumption, the mass dependent portion of the relation can be ignored without loss of 

generality leaving the only the stiffness component in the form [𝐶] = 𝛽[𝐾].  It should be 

noted that this type of proportional damping approach is only possible due to the symmetry 

of the mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the dissipative EAMM unit cell. By 

calculating the undamped frequency response of the EAMM microstructure, the modal 

damping values can be calculated as a function of the excitation frequencies. This relation 

can then be translated to the optimization algorithm by fitting the frequency and modal 
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damping data points. Using this proportional damping methodology ensures a realistic 

optimization solution by coupling the systems stiffness and damping parameters. For 

specific equation derivation steps the reader is encouraged to review the materials 

referenced above and Appendix III as these steps will not be discussed here for brevity. 

4.1.2 Selection of Optimization Objective Function for Measuring Fitness 

As previously stated, the two optimization goals to be evaluated will be the minimization 

of the real portion of the systems wavenumber as well as maximization of the imaginary 

part of the complex wavenumber which is representative of the attenuation amplitude. The 

two objective cases used during optimization can be written as: 

 
𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒1 = MIN [∑𝐴(ΩN)

𝑁

𝑖=1

] , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁 = 1000 (4.1) 

 

𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒2 = MAX [∑𝐵(ΩN)

𝑁

𝑖=1

] , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑁 = 1000 (4.2) 

For each of the optimization objectives, the sum of the real or imaginary parts of the 

complex wavenumber are calculated from the dispersion relations over the entire non-

dimensionalized frequency range. By doing this, the mass and stiffness (and proportional 

damping) parameters of the dissipative EAMM unit cell can be optimized in order to 

minimize the overall propagation or attenuation amplitudes. This ensures that the 

optimization will select system parameters capable of producing attenuation over a broad 
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frequency range rather than specific frequency values.  

4.1.3 Linear Constraints with Unity Condition Applied to Parameter Sets 

 Linear constraints are applied to 

the four optimization parameters 

because, if left unconstrained, the 

optimization could result in 

negative parameter values which is 

not possible. Tbl. 4.1 lists the 

initial GA settings, and linear 

equality constraints used for the 

first optimization case (Eqn. 

(4.2)). Both the stiffness and mass ratios are set equal to unity (𝛿2 + 𝛿3 = 1, 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 =

1) in order to test each parameters influence on the final optimized system. The parameters 

are also given upper and lower bounds in order to ensure positive (and realistic) values are 

returned. By setting each of the parameter sets equal to unity, the relations between the 

individual mass and stiffness components can be clearly demonstrated.  An additional 

benefit to this approach is that each of the optimized parameter values can essentially be 

interpreted as percentages. This is useful since the size of the final unit cell design should 

be as small and lightweight as possible. By calculating the optimal system parameters in 

the form of a percentage, the ratios can be easily translated to a physical unit cell design to 

be fabricated.   

Table 4.1- Genetic algorithm settings for Fig.’s 4.4 and 

4.5. 

Genetic Algorithm Settings – System 

Parameters to Upper and Lower Bounds with 

Equality Constraints 

Population Size: 200 
Generations: 1000 

Crossover 

Fraction: 

0.25 

Mutation Rate: 0.05 

Stiffness Ratio 

Constraints: 

0.01 ≤ 𝛿2, 𝛿3 ≤ 1, 
𝛿2 + 𝛿3 = 1 

Mass Ratio 

Constraints: 

0.01 ≤ 𝜃2, 𝜃3 ≤ 1, 
𝜃2 + 𝜃3 = 1 
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4.1.3.1 Minimizing Propagation Factor Objective  

The first optimization objective considered is the minimization of the real part of the 

complex wavenumber (propagation factor). Using the parameter constraints listed in the 

previous section, the resulting dispersion results with optimized parameters can be 

calculated as shown in Fig. 4.4. It is obvious from the dispersion curves in the top-left of 

the figure that using this optimization objective does not provide ideal optimization results, 

as only a very narrow attenuation region exists. The final optimized system parameters are 

given in Tbl 4.4, where the optimized values are the opposite of what is to be expected in 

a design capable of broadband wave attenuation. The is likely due to the nature of the 

complex wavenumber as its real part will occur in sets of ±𝑛𝜋. Recalling from the 

monatomic lattice model discussed in Chapter 1, at the edge of the Brillouin zone, 

wavenumber values of ±𝜋 represent standing waves in which atoms oscillate in different 

directions, but waves do not propagate through the lattice structure. Because of this, trying 

to minimize the real portion is actually counterintuitive, as the values between 0 and 𝜋 will 

actually signify a propagating wave.  
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Figure 4.4 - Optimization results for minimizing real part of wavenumber, min(A), GA settings in Tbl. 

4.1. (Top Left) Real and imaginary parts of non-dimensional wavenumber. (Top Right) Effective 

dynamic mass as a function of frequency. (Bottom Left) Effective dynamic damping as a function of 

frequency. (Bottom Right) Group velocity of propagative wave packet. 

 

The next case considered will use the propagation factor as a measure of system 

performance with drastically improved results.  
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Table 4.2 – Optimization results for minimizing propagation factor 

objective (Fig. 4.4). 

Objective = minimize [∑(𝑨𝛀)] 

System 

Parameter 
Optimized Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 𝒌𝟐/𝒌𝟏: 0.01 
𝜹𝟑 = 𝒌𝟑/𝒌𝟏: 0.99 

𝜽𝟐 = 𝒎𝟐/𝒎𝟏: 0.9825 
𝜽𝟑 = 𝒎𝟑/𝒎𝟏: 0.0175 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 186.7206 
∑(𝑩𝛀

−𝟏): 19.6907 

 

4.1.3.2 Maximizing Attenuation Factor Objective 

When the objective goal of the GA is to maximize the attenuation factor, the resulting 

optimized parameters and attenuation performance is much more favorable compared to 

the previous objective case. In Fig. 4.5, the dispersion relations with optimized system 

parameters used in the dissipative microstructure is illustrated where an extremely broad 

attenuation region is present (top-left). Also apparent is that two strong regions of negative 

effective mass (top-right) and zero group velocity (bottom-right) are created. The final 

optimized parameters are listed in Tbl. 4.3, where the values reflect highly contrasting 

values between the two resonant masses as well as a highly dissipative inner damping layer 

and less dissipative outer elastic layer. 
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These optimization results clearly demonstrate that maximizing the attenuation amplitude 

as the optimization goal will produce much more favorable results. Recalling the relation 

between stiffness and proportional damping, it should be noted that the damping ratios in 

the calculated dispersion relations are in the form 𝜁𝑝 = 𝑐𝑝/√𝑘𝑝𝑚𝑝. This means that a large 

value for stiffness, 𝛿, is actually reflective of a small damping coefficient. This relation 

needs to be kept in mind for the final unit cell design as well as the next optimization case 

where the parameter constraints are correlated to more realistic material properties. 

Figure 4.5 - Optimization results for maximizing imaginary part of wavenumber, max(B), GA settings in 

Table 4.1. (Top-left) Real and imaginary parts of non-dimensional wavenumber. (Top-right) Effective 

dynamic mass as a function of frequency. (Bottom-left) Effective dynamic damping as a function of 

frequency. (Bottom-right) Group velocity of propagative wave packet. 
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Table 4.3 – Optimization results for maximizing attenuation factor (Fig. 4.5). 

Objective = maximize [∑(𝑩𝛀)] 

System Parameter Optimized Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 𝒌𝟐/𝒌𝟏: 0.9860 

𝜹𝟑 = 𝒌𝟑/𝒌𝟏: 0.0140 

𝜽𝟐 = 𝒎𝟐/𝒎𝟏: 0.01 

𝜽𝟑 = 𝒎𝟑/𝒎𝟏: 0.99 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 59.8721 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 5375.8802 

 

4.1.4 Realistic Parameter Constraints Based on Actual Materials Properties 

The next set of parameter constraints employed are more closely representative of real 

elastic materials. The maximum and minimum values for the spring/damping elements are 

derived by comparing elastic modulus of rigid plastics and soft elastomers and applying an 

equal area and length assumption with Hooke’s law. The mass ratios are bound with a 

maximum mass ratio of 10, in order to keep the final design weight realistic. The GA 

settings and linear parameter constraints are listed in Tbl. 4.4.  

Table 4.4 – Genetic algorithm settings for optimization in MATLAB. 

Genetic Algorithm Settings – Simple Upper and Lower Parameter Bounds 

Population Size: 200 
Generations: 1000 

Crossover Fraction: 0.25 
Mutation Rate: 0.05 

Stiffness Ratio Constraints: 0.0005 ≤ 𝛿2, 𝛿3 ≤ 0.05 
Mass Ratio Constraints: 0.01 ≤ 𝜃2, 𝜃3 ≤ 10 
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4.1.4.1 Minimizing Propagation Factor Objective 

Again, the first objective case analyzed for the more realistic parameters constraints is 

minimizing the real part of the complex wavenumber or propagation factor. Comparing 

Fig. 4.6 with the results from the first optimization attempt with this objective, there is an 

obvious improvement in the final systems overall performance with a broad attenuation 

region reflected by the dispersion relations (top-left). The negative values for the effective 

mass in the top-right portion also reflect this broad attenuation region where the waves 

phases velocity (bottom-right) are zero.  

 

Figure 4.6 - Dispersion curves for optimized system parameters for minimizing propagation factor 

objective with realistic parameter constraints (Tbl. 4.5). 
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When comparing the optimized parameter values in Tbl. 4.5 with the previous constraint 

case with parameters set equal to unity, the values for the stiffness parameters are similar 

with 𝛿3 > 𝛿2. However, in the previous case it was determined that 𝜃2 ≫ 𝜃3, whereas with 

the more realistic linear constraints both mass ratios are almost equal to one another. From 

this, it can be concluded that the primary attenuation mechanism for minimizing the 

propagation factor is the mechanical resonance mechanism. This is apparent in the 

calculated effective damping coefficient shown in the bottom-left of Fig. 4.6, where only 

a single, low amplitude peak is present in the low frequency region. 

Table 4.5 – Optimized parameters for minimizing 

propagation factor (Fig. 4.6). 

Objective = minimize [∑(𝑨𝛀)] 

System 

Parameter 
Optimized Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 𝒌𝟐/𝒌𝟏: 0.0001 

𝜹𝟑 = 𝒌𝟑/𝒌𝟏: 0.0155 

𝜽𝟐 = 𝒎𝟐/𝒎𝟏: 10 

𝜽𝟑 = 𝒎𝟑/𝒎𝟏: 9.2614 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 2.6159 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 8.8309 

 

4.1.4.2 Maximizing Attenuation Factor Objective 

The final optimization objective that will be considered for the GA is maximizing the 

attenuation factor with more realistic upper and lower material property constraints listed 
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in Tbl. 4.4. Again, it is very noticeable that optimizing the system parameters with the 

objective of maximizing the attenuation factor yields the greatest broadband wave 

attenuation properties. Comparing with the previous linear constraint case, it can be seen 

in Fig. 4.7 that the attenuation factor from the dispersion relations (top left) are comparable 

to one another. However, it is also apparent that the realistic material properties constraints 

used for the stiffness and mass ratios result in a slightly higher phase velocity when its 

value is non-zero. Another significant difference that should be noted is the reduction in 

the second significant dip for the effective mass in the top-right portion of the figure while 

the effective damping value in the bottom-left of the figure is increased significantly. These 

features demonstrate that the out-of-phase resonant motions of the internal masses are still 

dominant near the local resonance frequencies, but the frequencies between their 

resonances are effectively attenuated by the damping effects of the microstructure. This is 

an important demonstration of the dissipative microstructural designs ability to effectively 

attenuate propagating waves with frequencies away from the mechanical excitation 

regions. This type of broadband attenuation capability is necessary for effective blast and 

shockwave mitigation due to the broad frequency spectrum inherent for this type of wave 

profile.   
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 Table 4.6 – Optimization 

results for max(B) with 

realistic parameter 

constraints. 

Objective = maximize 

[∑(𝑩𝛀)] 

System 

Parameter 

Optimized 

Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 𝒌𝟐/𝒌𝟏: 0.50 

𝜹𝟑 = 𝒌𝟑/𝒌𝟏: 0.2934 

𝜽𝟐 = 𝒎𝟐/𝒎𝟏: 0.01 

𝜽𝟑 = 𝒎𝟑/𝒎𝟏: 6.4047 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 77.2591 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 4699.1278 

 

Figure 4.7 – Optimized dispersion relations for maximizing 

attenuation factor objective with and optimal system parameters 

listed in Tbl. 4.6. 

 

 

4.1.5 Comparison of Optimal Stiffness and Mass Parameters  

From the values in Tbl. 4.7, the individual optimization cases and their results can be easily 

quantified and compared. For the cases when the objective of the optimization is to 

minimize the propagation factor, A, the optimization algorithm selected a large value for 

the mass ratio, 𝜃2 = 𝑚2/𝑚1. Since the background mass 𝑚1 is effectively factored out of 

the dispersion curve formula during derivation, it can be considered as a constant and thus, 

the mass ratios are directly correlated to the middle resonant mass, 𝑚2, and the innermost 

resonator, 𝑚3. In both cases where the optimization goal was to minimize the sum of the 

propagation factor over the frequency range, Ω = 0 𝑡𝑜 4, the algorithm a large value for 

the middle resonant mass, 𝑚2. Similar to the mass ratios, the two spring stiffness ratios are 

both inversely related to 𝑘1, and thus only the inner and middle spring constants are 

reflected by the optimized values for, 𝛿2 and 𝛿3. When optimizing to minimize the 
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propagation factor, the algorithm selected very large stiffness values for the middle spring 

element, 𝑘2. From the results presented above, it is obvious that using these two mass and 

stiffness configurations will result in less than ideal wave attenuation performance.  

Table 4.7 – Two linear constraint cases for genetic algorithm optimization of mass and stiffness ratios. 

Realistic Constraints 
Objective = minimize 

[∑(𝑨𝛀)] 

Objective = maximize 

[∑(𝑩𝛀)] 

Population Size: 200 

 

System 

Parameter 

Optimized 

Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 0.0001 

𝜹𝟑 = 0.0155 

𝜽𝟐 = 10 

𝜽𝟑 = 9.2614 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 2.6159 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 8.8309 

 

System 

Parameter 

Optimized 

Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 0.50 

𝜹𝟑 = 0.2934 

𝜽𝟐 = 0.01 

𝜽𝟑 = 6.4047 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 77.2591 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 4699.1278 

Generations: 1000 

Crossover 

Fraction: 
0.25 

Mutation Rate: 0.05 

Stiffness Ratio 

Constraints: 

0.0005 ≤ 𝛿2, 𝛿3

≤ 0.05 

Mass Ratio 

Constraints: 
0.01 ≤ 𝜃2, 𝜃3 ≤ 10 

Parameters Set to Unity 

 

System 

Parameter 

Optimized 

Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 0.01 

𝜹𝟑 = 0.99 

𝜽𝟐 = 0.9825 

𝜽𝟑 = 0.0175 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 186.7206 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 19.6907 

 

System 

Parameter 

Optimized 

Value 

𝜹𝟐 = 0.9860 

𝜹𝟑 = 0.0140 

𝜽𝟐 = 0.01 

𝜽𝟑 = 0.99 

∑(𝑨𝛀): 59.8721 

∑(𝑩𝛀
−𝟏): 5375.8802 

Population Size: 200 
Generations: 1000 

Crossover 

Fraction: 
0.25 

Mutation Rate: 0.05 

Stiffness Ratio 

Constraints: 

0.01 ≤ 𝛿2, 𝛿3 ≤ 1, 
𝛿2 + 𝛿3 = 1 

Mass Ratio 

Constraints: 

0.01 ≤ 𝜃2, 𝜃3 ≤ 1, 
𝜃2 + 𝜃3 = 1 

 

For the two cases where the optimization objective was maximizing the attenuation factor, 

a small value for the inner spring element was returned which represents a highly 

dissipative material layer. A more rigid material property was found to be optimal for the 
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middle spring element for both linearly constrained cases focused on maximizing 

attenuation performance. The GA also returned highly contrasting values for the middle 

and inner mass resonators denoted by 𝑚2 and 𝑚3, respectively. When considering both 

optimization case outcomes, it is obvious that the results when maximizing attenuation 

performance was selected as the objective will result in a better performing final unit cell 

design. The results obtained from the optimization of the analytical model for the 

dissipative EAMM unit cell can now be compared to a numerical model in order to validate 

the optimal parameters given by the GA. For reference in the following chapter, the desired 

mass and stiffness relations for the optimized unit cell design are as follows: 

𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠:    {
𝑚3 ≫ 𝑚2

𝑘2 > 𝑘3  →  𝜁2 < 𝜁3
}. 
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 TRANSIENT BLAST WAVE SIMULATIONS AND 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN TRANSMISSION ANALYSIS, COMSOL 

MULTIPHYSICS 

5.1 Continuum Design of Dissipative Elastic Metamaterial Unit Cell 

To begin the process of realizing a physical dissipative elastic metamaterial unit cell 

design, a continuum model analogous to the microstructural lattice model previously 

optimized is considered. As shown in Fig. 5.1 below, the lattice microstructure model can 

be easily translated to a continuum model representation comprised of constituent elastic 

solids. Based on the results obtained from optimizing the lattice model parameters, a dense 

tungsten core is selected for material 5 in the right side of Fig. 5.1 to act as the innermost 

mass resonator. The two dissipative layers are represented by materials 2 and 4 and material 

3 is the middle resonant mass. Finally, the unit cell is embedded in a rigid background 

media where little to no damping is assumed so that elastic waves are effectively 

transmitted into the unit cell.  

 

Figure 5.1 – Microstructural design and analogous continuum unit cell design composed of constituent 

materials. 
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Before a final design can be considered for fabrication, numerical validation is conducted 

with the commercial finite element software COMSOL Multiphysics in order to ensure that 

the optimization results from the previous chapter can be verified. From the optimization 

results of the lattice microstructure model the optimal relations were determined to be, 

𝑚3 ≫ 𝑚2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘2 > 𝑘3. At the beginning of the design process, the following 

considerations had to be taken into account in order to reduce the overall cost while also 

considering the manufacturing capabilities available both in and out-of-house. The basic 

concept for the fabrication process is to coat dense tungsten sphere with a dissipative 

elastomeric layer. This step in itself is not complicated to accomplish, however, once the 

first dissipative layer is applied, the second layer acting as the middle mass resonator also 

needs to be added. It was determined that the easiest way to accomplish this in a time and 

cost effective manner, was to make custom lead (Pb) hemispheres in-house. Because the 

optimization process constrained the middle mass to be as small as possible in comparison 

to the inner tungsten mass, three readily available thicknesses of Pb sheet metal are 

considered. The three Pb layer thicknesses analyzed are 0.0508 mm, 0.396875 mm and 

0.79375 mm which were chosen based on market availability. The spring/damping layers 

are modelled as 2 mm thick elastomer layers comprised of commercially available 

moldable rubbers which are used for the first three models shown in Fig. 5.2. In later 

numerical studies, the thickness of the innermost damping layer is increased to 3 mm while 

the outer dissipative layer is left unchanged. This is done in order to quantify the influence 

of layer thicknesses on the designs performance. In total, six unit cell designs are 

considered during the numerical modelling process with geometric and material properties 

list in Tbl.’s 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. 
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Figure 5.2 – Cross section illustrations of three different dissipative EMM designs with increasing 

thickness of lead (Pb) layer.  

 

Table 5.1 – Design parameters of dissipative EMMs used in time domain numerical simulations. 

Layer 
Co lor:  

    

Design No. 

Tungsten 

Core 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Lead (Pb) 

Layer 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Inner 

Dissipative 

Layer 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Outer 

Dissipative 

Layer 

Thickness 

(mm) 

1 4 0.0508 2.0 2.0 
2 4 0.396875 2.0 2.0 
3 4 0.79375 2.0 2.0 
4 4 0.0508 3.0 2.0 
5 4 0.396875 3.0 2.0 
6 4 0.79375 3.0 2.0 

 

Table 5.2 - Properties for Constituent Materials in Unit Cells 

Property Tungsten Lead (Pb) 
Silicone 

Rubber 

Urethane 

Rubber 
Epoxy 

Modulus of 
Elasticity (Pa) 3.6E11 18E9 2.5E6 5e6 3.5E9 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.27 0.397 0.49 0.49 0.33 

Density (kg/m3) 17,800 11,645 1000 1250 1100 
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For the axisymmetric numerical model (Fig. 5.3), 15 of the proposed metamaterial unit 

cells were assembled along the z-axis in a background media with similar material 

properties similar to those found in commercially available epoxy resin. Two 8 m long 

incident and transmission bars were included in order to avoid unwanted reflected waves 

signals from the boundaries distorting the incident 

and transmitted signals that would make the 

frequency domain data difficult to interpret. The 

incident blast wave signal applied to the free edge 

of the incident beam is shown in Fig. 5.4 below 

with a maximum normal force defined as 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

1000 N. A typical blast wave can be represented in 

the form, 𝐹 = 𝐹Max𝑒
−(

𝑡−𝑡0
𝑡𝑑

)
, where 𝑡0 = 0.5 ms, 

and 𝑡𝑑 = 0.2 ms. 

 

Figure 5.4 - Transient loading profile of blast/impact wave where Fmax = 1000 N, t0 = 0.5 ms and td = 0.2 

ms. 

 

Figure 5.3 - COMSOL Multiphysics model 

used for transient blast wave simulations. 
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For the initial simulation models, arbitrary Rayleigh damping coefficients were applied to 

the inner and outer dissipative silicone rubber layers in order to see how different damping 

cases affected attenuation performance. After the influence of the damping amplitude for 

each of the dissipative layers was 

determined, a different approach was 

taken in which Rayleigh damping 

coefficients were obtained by analyzing 

the undamped modal response of 

different unit cell designs and 

configurations based on the excitation 

frequencies and material properties. For 

the first unit cell design, with the 

thinnest possible Pb layer considered, 

the calculated Rayleigh damping 

coefficients were calculated as shown in Tbl. 5.3. The step-by-step process for determining 

the damping parameters is broken down in Fig. 5.5, which assumes that the damping ratios 

(based on the loss coefficients) are constant in relation to frequency. This method is not 

necessarily the most accurate for higher order frequencies since it has been shown that 

elastomers do possess frequency-dependent damping properties. However, since the lowest 

damping values are in lower frequency regions, this method is satisfactory in the sense that 

it will not result in inaccurately high damping coefficients. By this reasoning, the resulting 

attenuation/mitigation performance that is demonstrated can be thought of as a baseline for 

possible performance.  

Figure 5.5 – Steps for calculating Rayleigh damping 

coefficients. 
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5.2 Design 1 

Table 5.3 – Design 1, layer configuration and calculated Rayleigh damping coefficients for inner 

damping layer, β3, and outer damping layer, β2. 

Design 1 

 

Case No. 

Inner 

Dissipative 

Layer Material 

Outer 

Dissipative 

Layer Material 

Rayleigh 

Damping 

Coefficient, βr 

1 Silicone Rubber Silicone Rubber 0 
2 Silicone Rubber Silicone Rubber 𝛽2,3 = 3.2𝑒 − 6 
3 Urethane Rubber Silicone Rubber 0 

4 Urethane Rubber Silicone Rubber 𝛽2 = 3𝑒 − 6,
𝛽3 = 7.48𝑒 − 6 

 

For the transient blast wave 

simulations carried out for 

the first unit cell design, the 

time domain data shown in 

Fig. 5.6 for the four cases in 

Tbl. 5.3 is transformed to the 

frequency domain in order to 

quantify the attenuation 

performance. The Fast-

Fourier transform is used to 

convert the time domain 

signals into the frequency domain responses, which is shown in Fig. 5.7 for a variation of 

design 1 where two different kinds of elastomers are incorporated. In the bottom portion 

of Fig. 5.7, the modal response in the frequency domain for an undamped case is clearly 

shown by the two dips in the transmission amplitude (~3500 Hz and 7200 Hz). Another 

Figure 5.6 - Time domain results for design 1 system parameters 

and configuration cases listed in Table 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. 
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method that can be used to obtain 

the undamped modal responses 

of the unit cell designs is to 

directly solve for the individual 

unit cells excitation frequencies 

as shown in Fig. 5.8. While both 

methods are valid for 

determining realistic 

proportional damping 

coefficients, it is less time 

consuming to use the 

transformed time domain data 

as in either case transient 

simulations will be required to 

simulate the blast wave loading. 

In Fig 5.9, both arbitrary as well 

as calculated proportional 

damping coefficients are 

applied in different variations to 

the dissipative layers to illustrate the individual layers damping influence on the overall 

attenuation performance of the system. For all of the time and frequency domain figures, 

the inner and outer Rayleigh damping coefficients are denoted by 𝛽3 and 𝛽2, respectively. 

From Fig. 5.9 (a), it is apparent that equivalent damping applied to both the inner and outer 

Figure 5.7 - Design 1 time and Fast-Fourier transform 

frequency domain results for inner urethane rubber and 

outer silicone rubber dissipative layers with no damping. 

Figure 5.8 - 3D modal analysis of dissipative EAMM unit cell 

designs for calculating excitation frequencies and modal 

damping parameters used to calculate Rayleigh damping 

coefficients. 
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dissipative layers does not produce ideal attenuation performance for the first unit cell 

design. In part (b) of Fig. 5.9, Rayleigh damping is only applied to the inner dissipative 

layer and an increase in attenuation performance is obvious. However, it is interesting to 

note that a very large or very small (𝛽3 = 1𝑒 − 3, 1𝑒 − 5) value for the inner Rayleigh 

damping coefficient does not perform as well as the middle condition where 𝛽3 = 1𝑒 − 4. 

In Fig. 5.9(c), Rayleigh damping is applied to both inner and outer dissipative layers but 

with greater magnitude on the inner layer. For all four damping cases used in part (c), there 

is an obvious improvement in attenuation performance over the previous two damping 

conditions. This leads to the conclusion that for the first unit cell design, using a more 

dissipative material for the inner elastomer layer, will yield the greatest performance for 

design 1. Lastly, since setting the Rayleigh damping coefficients to arbitrary values will 

not necessarily represent the final designs performance accurately, realistic material 

parameters are defined for silicone and urethane rubbers, which are applied to the inner 

and outer dissipative layers. For the first case, both dissipative layers are set as silicone 

rubber and no Rayleigh damping is applied (red circles with lines, Fig. 5.9(d)). The 

undamped response is then measured in order to calculate realistic damping coefficients in 

the manner outlined above. For the silicone/silicone case with calculated damping applied 

in Fig. 5.9(d), very little improvement in attenuation performance is demonstrated except 

for higher frequency regions. The next case analyzed is one where the innermost dissipative 

layer is defined as harder urethane rubber with properties listed in Tbl. 5.2.  Again, the first 

case is carried out without damping applied in order to determine the excitation 

frequencies. The first thing that can be seen from the undamped response of the 

silicone/urethane configuration is that the lower frequency signal dip is shifted to a higher 
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frequency region than for the silicone/silicone case. Also apparent is that with the 

calculated Rayleigh damping coefficient applied, the attenuation performance is increased 

but only slightly. Although the optimization predicted that this case would have the best 

attenuation performance, the 1D discrete lattice model cannot consider more complex 

behaviors that appear within the axisymmetric numerical model. It is also possible that 

because the Pb layer is so thin, with a thickness of only 0.0508 mm, that it does not possess 

a large enough mass to create the out of phase motions with the inner tungsten core which 

allows kinetic energy to be trapped and then absorbed through material damping. In the 

next two cases the thickness of the Pb layer will be increased to ~0.4 and ~0.8mm, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5.9 - Design 1, frequency domain of blast wave simulations calculated from Fast Fourier 

Transform: (a) equal Rayleigh damping applied to both dissipative layers, (b) Rayleigh damping applied 

to only inner dissipative layer, (c) unequal Rayleigh damping applied to inner and outer dissipative 

layers, (b) user-defined material properties for silicone and urethane rubbers with calculated Rayleigh 

damping coefficients applied to inner and outer dissipative layers (IDL and ODL). 
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5.3 Design 2 

Table 5.4 - Design 2, layer configuration and calculated Rayleigh damping coefficients for inner 

damping layer, β3, and outer damping layer, β2. 

Design 2 

 

Case 

No. 

Inner Dissipative 

Layer Material 

Outer Dissipative 

Layer Material 

Rayleigh Damping 

Coefficient, βr 

1 Silicone Rubber Silicone Rubber 0 
2 Silicone Rubber Silicone Rubber 𝛽2,3 = 3.86𝑒 − 6 
3 Urethane Rubber Silicone Rubber 0 

4 Urethane Rubber Silicone Rubber 𝛽2 = 3.41𝑒 − 6,
𝛽3 = 8.52𝑒 − 6 

For the second design, the thickness of the Pb layer has been increased to ~0.4mm while 

all other geometric parameters are kept the same. The same steps are taken as in the 

previous design analysis with the results illustrated in Fig. 5.10. In part (a) of Fig. 5.10, 

equal arbitrary Rayleigh damping coefficients are applied to both inner and outer 

dissipative layers. Compared to the results for the first design, it is apparent that the 

attenuation performance of the second design with equal damping applied to both 

dissipative layers is improved. However, it is also apparent that the highest damping value 

(β2,3 = 1e-3) applied to both layers is outperformed by the smaller amplitude damping cases. 

It is also noticed that the first frequency dip for the undamped case has been shifted to a 

lower frequency region, which is favorable since blast waves have the highest amplitude 

in lower frequency regions. Looking back to Fig. 5.8 which illustrates the first mode for 

the second design, it is shown that the first excitation mode is rotational, with the two 

masses having the highest displacement amplitude. In part (b) of Fig. 5.10, damping is only 

applied to the inner dissipative layer, which results in increased performance in the lower 

frequency region, but reduces attenuation for higher frequencies. For the case of unequal 

damping applied to the dissipative layers shown in Fig. 5.10(c), a significant reduction in 
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performance in observed for low frequency attenuation while high frequency attenuation 

is improved. Finally, for the last configuration of silicone/silicone and silicone/urethane 

layers, with calculated damping shown in Fig. 5.10(d) it is obvious that the 

silicone/urethane design with calculated damping applied has the best performance (yellow 

triangles).  

 

 

Figure 5.10 - Design 2 frequency domain of blast wave simulations calculated from Fast Fourier 

Transform: (a) equal Rayleigh damping applied to both dissipative layers, (b) Rayleigh damping applied 

to only inner dissipative layer, (c) unequal Rayleigh damping applied to inner and outer dissipative 

layers, (b) user-defined material properties for silicone and urethane rubbers with calculated Rayleigh 

damping coefficients applied to inner and outer dissipative layers (IDL and ODL). 
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5.4 Design 3 

Table 5.5 – Design 3, layer configuration and calculated Rayleigh damping coefficients for inner 

damping layer, β3, and outer damping layer, β2. 

Design 3 

 

Case 

No. 

Inner Dissipative 

Layer Material 

Outer Dissipative 

Layer Material 

Rayleigh Damping 

Coefficient, βr 

1 Silicone Rubber Silicone Rubber 0 
2 Silicone Rubber Silicone Rubber 𝛽2,3 = 4.19𝑒 − 6 
3 Urethane Rubber Silicone Rubber 0 

4 Urethane Rubber Silicone Rubber 𝛽2 = 3.63𝑒 − 6,
𝛽3 = 9.08𝑒 − 6 

 

For the third unit cell design the Pb layer thickness is increased to ~0.8 mm while all other 

geometric parameters are left unchanged. In Fig. 5.11(a), a slight shift in the initial 

amplitude dip is apparent but much smaller when compared to the shift observed between 

design 1 and design 2. An improvement for the case of equal layer damping is also observed 

as shown in Fig. 5.11(a) where the low frequency attenuation for 𝛽2,3 = 1e-5 is larger 

compared to that of design 2. The same is true for the low frequency attenuation in Fig. 

5.11(b) as well for the case of only inner damping applied. For the case of unequal damping 

in Fig. 5.11(c), a significant increase in the attenuation width is observed for small outer 

damping and large inner damping values. In part (d) of Fig. 5.11, the silicone/urethane 

configuration with calculated Rayleigh damping added is again the best performing 

configuration. For the next three designs, the influence of the inner dissipative layer’s 

thickness will be analyzed since it has already been demonstrated that using a more 

dissipative urethane rubber for the inner layer yields the best performance. 
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Figure 5.11 - Design 3, frequency domain of blast wave simulations calculated from Fast Fourier 

Transform: (a) equal Rayleigh damping applied to both dissipative layers, (b) Rayleigh damping applied 

to only inner dissipative layer, (c) unequal Rayleigh damping applied to inner and outer dissipative 

layers, (b) user-defined material properties for silicone and urethane rubbers with calculated Rayleigh 

damping coefficients applied to inner and outer dissipative layers (IDL and ODL). 

 

5.5 Designs 4, 5 and 6 

Three more designs will be considered in which the inner dissipative layer’s thickness is 

increased to 3mm and the same three Pb layer thickness are used as in unit cell designs 1-

3. For brevity the individual frequency domain results for designs 4-6 will not be discussed 

but are included in the next sections discussion. The unit cell designs are illustrated by Fig. 

5.12 below where the Pb layer thicknesses are kept consistent with the first three designs 

and only the inner damping layer thickness is altered. 
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Figure 5.12 - Unit cell designs 4, 5 and 6 with the same Pb layer thicknesses but thickness of inner 

dissipative layer increased to 3mm. 

 

Table 5.6 – Dimensions for unit cell designs 4, 5 and 6. 

Layer 

Color:     

Design 

No. 
Tungsten Core 

Diameter (mm) 

Lead (Pb) 

Layer 

Thickness (mm) 

Inner 

Dissipative 

Layer 

Thickness (mm) 

Outer 

Dissipative 

Layer 

Thickness (mm) 

1 4  0.0508 3.0 2.0 

2 4 0.396875 3.0 2.0 

3 4 0.79375 3.0 2.0 

 

Since it has already been demonstrated that a more dissipative urethane rubber used for the 

inner elastomer layer produces better attenuation results, the effects of increasing its overall 

thickness will be analyzed. The results for design 4 will correspond to those of design 1, 

design 5 will correspond to design 2 and so forth. This analysis will be used to make final 

decisions for the design(s) chosen for fabrication. An important consideration that needs to 
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be accounted for is that the final unit cell dimensions should be kept as small as possible. 

For this reason, if there is no significant increase in performance from a thicker inner 

dissipative layer, the original 2 mm design thickness will be selected for final fabrication.  

5.6 Comprehensive Design Performance Comparison and Concluding Remarks 

A comparison of blast wave attenuation performance for the six different unit cell designs 

previously outlined is presented in Fig. 5.14. Looking to the left portion of the figure to 

compare the first three designs, it can be observed that the best attenuation performance is 

achieved with designs 2 and 3 for both 2 mm and 3 mm thick inner dissipative layers. From 

this, designs 1 and 4 can automatically be removed from final fabrication consideration. 

Comparing designs 2 and 4, it is apparent that for both the silicone/silicone and 

silicone/urethane configurations, the low frequency attenuation is negatively impacted by 

the increased thickness. The same characteristics are also demonstrated when comparing 

the low frequency attenuation for designs 3 and 6. It is interesting to note that while the 

high frequency attenuation for design 5 is an improvement over that in design 2, the 

opposite is true for designs 3 and 6. Based on the  wave attenuation performance of all six 

models, designs 2 and 3 can be selected as the highest performing configurations and are 

thus selected for fabrication which will be discussed in the following chapter.  
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Figure 5.13 - Frequency domain response comparison of all six-unit cell designs using material 

properties for commercially available silicone and urethane rubber with Rayleigh damping coefficient 

calculated from undamped modal response profiles. Designs selected for fabrication are marked with 

green check-marks while designs not selected are marked with a red “x”. 
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 FABRICATION OF MULTI-LAYERED DISSIPATIVE 

METAMATERIAL UNIT CELLS BY ADDITIVE 

MANUFACTURING AND INJECTION MOLDING METHODS 

The final and all-encompassing portion of this project is the fabrication of the physical 

dissipative metamaterial unit cell designs that were chosen in the previous chapter. The 

process of manufacturing the physical unit cells involves additive manufacturing methods 

(3D printing), injection molding and metal forming. The overall fabrication process can be 

broken down into five individual steps which are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.  

 

Figure 6.1 – Fabrication steps for manufacturing dissipative EAMM unit cells. Steps: (1) half of 

tungsten sphere is coated with urethane rubber, (2) second half of tungsten core is coated with urethane 

rubber, (3a and 3b) Pb hemispheres are adhered to the outside of the urethane rubber layer, (4) half of 

outer silicone rubber layered is molded, (5) outer silicone rubber coating is completed. 

 

In the first and second steps, a 4 mm tungsten sphere is coated in urethane rubber through 

the use of 3D printed molds which are pictured in Fig. 6.2. The coating is done one side at 

a time to ensure even thickness and distribution of the 2 mm urethane rubber coating, and 

a simple 20 mL syringe is the chosen instrument for injection. The liquid rubber injection 

ports are denoted in the top-left portion of Fig. 6.2. It should also be mentioned that very 

small vent holes are included in the 3D printed mold designs to allow the liquid rubbers to 
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easily flow into the mold cavities and thus ensure complete coverage. 

 

Figure 6.2 – First step of unit cell fabrication. 

 

Once the first side of the urethane rubber coating has cured (Fig. 6.3), the half-coated 

tungsten spheres are carefully removed from the 3D printed molds and excess material 

removed. The molds are also designed with different diameter voids that allow for 

additional design geometries to be made simultaneously. The next step is to finish coating 

the entire tungsten sphere 

with urethane rubber as 

shown in Fig. 6.4. Once 

the tungsten sphere core is 

completely encapsulated 

in urethane rubber, the Pb 

layers need to be added.  

Figure 6.3 - 4mm tungsten spheres with first half of inner dissipative 

urethane rubber layer. 
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Figure 6.4 – Tungsten spheres fully coated in urethane rubber. 

 

Different methods for manufacturing or purchasing the hemispherical Pb layers were 

considered before finally deciding to fabricate the pieces in-house. Because the thickness 

of the Pb sheet metal is so small, and the material itself relatively soft, it was determined 

that the hemispheres could be pressed into shape by hand without using additional 

machinery. To do this, forming bases were fabricated in MU’s College of Engineering 

machine shop as shown in Fig.’s 6.5 and 6.6. Before the Pb sheet metal could be formed 

into a hemispherical shape, small disks would need to be made using a metal punch and 

driver which are also shown in Fig.’s 6.5 and 6.6. Because the inner diameter and thickness 

of the Pb hemispheres was predetermined by the design parameters, its total volume could 

be easily calculated. By determining the hemispherical volume, the diameter of the Pb disks 

could be determined by equating the hemisphere and cylindrical volume in form,  

 

𝑉ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 =
𝜋

6
(𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟

3 − 𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
3 ), 

𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 =
𝜋

4
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘

2 𝑡, 

(5.6.1) 
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𝑉ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 → 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 = √
2

3𝑡
(𝑑𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟

3 − 𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟
3 ). 

In Eqn. (6.1), 𝑡 denotes the thickness of the Pb layer (~0.4 mm or ~0.8 mm) and 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 is 

the outer diameter of the of the Pb disk that is created with the punch and driver.  

 

Figure 6.5 – Fabricated forming bases, metal punch (center), Pb disks (bottom-left) and 

pressed Pb hemispheres (bottom-right). 
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Figure 6.6 – Entire process overview for forming Pb hemispherical components. 

 

Once the Pb hemisphere components have been created, they are simply adhered to the 

outside surface of the urethane rubber-coated tungsten core as shown in Fig. 6.7. The 

quality of the Pb shell components is very important as insufficient enclosure of the 

urethane rubber layer could produce undesired results during experimental testing.  

 

Figure 6.7 – Adhering Pb hemispherical shells to urethane coated tungsten core. 
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The final fabrication steps that need to be taken involve applying the final outer dissipative 

rubber coating. Although a different set of molds is used for this portion of the fabrication 

as the geometries are 

obviously different, 

the process itself is 

identical to the steps 

taken during the 

urethane rubber 

application. The top 

mold portion with 

injection ports and 

bottom mold are both 

pictured in Fig. 6.8. 

Just as the inner urethane rubber layer, the outer silicone rubber layer is applied one side 

at a time as shown in Fig. 6.9. In the top-left portion of the figure, the tungsten spheres, 

coated in a layer of urethane rubber and the Pb mass layer are placed into the bottom portion 

of the mold. In the top-right of Fig. 6.9, the half silicone rubber coated spheres are shown 

which will then be inverted and placed in a different bottom mold with larger diameter 

cavities (bottom-center). In the bottom portion of the figure, along with the completed unit 

cells, an enhanced image of a cross sectioned unit cell is provided in which all of the 

constituent components are clearly shown.  

Figure 6.8 - 3D Printed silicone molds for outer dissipative elastomer layer 

molding. 
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Figure 6.9 – (Top-left) Uncoated tungsten/urethane rubber/Pb spheres loaded into bottom mold piece. 

(Top-right) first half of silicone rubber coating applied and cured to the layered spheres. (Bottom-center) 

Final dissipative unit cells fully coated in outer silicone rubber layer and enhanced image of sectioned 

unit cell showing each of the constituent material components.   
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 CONCLUSION 

In this report, a comprehensive study of a dissipative elastic/acoustic metamaterial concept 

has been presented and its potential application for broadband blast and shockwave 

mitigation explored. First, the systems of equations governing the mechanism of wave 

propagation in different spatial dimensions were presented to provide relevant background 

information. Wave propagation phenomena such as complex scattering and wave 

dispersion mechanisms were illustrated in order to illustrate the process of wave 

attenuation/mitigation. Attenuation mechanisms within phononic lattices and periodic 

structures were demonstrated providing the foundation for the final research objective. 

After relevant background was provided, a unit cell microstructure design with dissipative 

properties was proposed and dispersion relations for the unit cell were formulated. 

Optimization of the unit cell design was then conducting by implementing a 

comprehensive, biological evolution inspired genetic algorithm with the objective of 

maximizing broadband attenuation performance. From the results obtained from the 

optimization, designs for a unit cell microstructure comprised of constituent materials were 

proposed. Transient blast wave loading was then applied to the six different unit cell 

designs using an axisymmetric model in the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. 

Frequency domain data was obtained through the Fast-Fourier transform of the time 

domain data. By comparing attenuation performance of the individual unit cell designs, a 

decision was finally reached on two unit cells designs that would be fabricated for 

experimental testing and validation.  
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APPENDIX I – EQUATION DERIVATIONS FOR ELASTIC WAVE 

SCATTERING FROM A SPHERICAL INCLUSION 

Φ1 = Φ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + Φ(𝑟) 

Ψ1 = Ψ(𝑖𝑛𝑐) + Ψ(𝑟) 

𝑢𝑟1 =
1

𝑟
∑[−Φ0𝛿1 + 𝐴𝑛𝛿11 + 𝐵𝑛𝛿12]𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0

  

𝑢𝜃1 =
1

𝑟
∑[−Φ0𝛿2 + 𝐴𝑛𝛿21 + 𝐵𝑛𝛿22]

𝑑𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

𝑑𝜃

∞

𝑛=0

 

𝜏𝑟𝑟1 =
2𝜇1

𝑟2
∑[−Φ0𝛿3 + 𝐴𝑛𝛿31 + 𝐵𝑛𝛿32]𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0

 

𝜏𝑟𝜃1 =
2𝜇1

𝑟2
∑[Φ0𝛿4 + 𝐴𝑛𝛿41 + 𝐵𝑛𝛿42]

𝑑𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

𝑑𝜃
 

∞

𝑛=0

 

Φ2 = Φ(𝑓), Ψ2 = Ψ(𝑓) 

𝑢𝑟2 = −
1

𝑟
∑[𝐶𝑛𝛿13 + 𝐷𝑛𝛿14]𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0

 

𝑢𝜃2 = −
1

𝑟
∑[𝐶𝑛𝛿23 + 𝐷𝑛𝛿24]

𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

𝑑𝜃

∞

𝑛=0

 

𝜏𝑟𝑟2 = −
2𝜇2

𝑟2
∑[𝐶𝑛𝛿33 + 𝐷𝑛𝛿34]𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

∞

𝑛=0
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𝜏𝑟𝜃2 = −
2𝜇2

𝑟2
∑[𝐶𝑛𝛿43 + 𝐷𝑛𝛿44]

𝑃𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

𝑑𝜃

∞

𝑛=0

 

𝛿1 = −𝑖𝑛(2𝑛 + 1)[𝑛𝑗𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) − 𝑞1,𝐿𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟)] 

𝛿2 = −𝑖𝑛(2𝑛 + 1)𝑗𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿3 = −𝑖𝑛(2𝑛 + 1)[(𝑛2 − 𝑛 −
1

2
𝑞1,𝑇

2 𝑟2)𝑗𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) + 2𝑞1,𝐿𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟)]  

𝛿4 = −𝑖𝑛(2𝑛 + 1)[(𝑛 − 1)𝑗𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) − 𝑞1,𝐿𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟)] 

𝛿11 = 𝑛ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) − 𝑞1,𝐿𝑟ℎ𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿21 = ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿31 = (𝑛2 − 𝑛 −
1

2
𝑞1,𝑇

2 𝑟2) ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) + 2𝑞1,𝐿𝑟ℎ𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿41 = (𝑛 − 1)ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) − 𝑞1,𝐿𝑟ℎ𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿12 = −𝑛(𝑛 + 1)ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟) 

𝛿22 = −(𝑛 + 1)ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟) + 𝑞1,𝑇𝑟ℎ𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟) 

𝛿32 = −𝑛(𝑛 + 1)[(𝑛 − 1)ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟) − 𝑞1,𝑇𝑟ℎ𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟)] 

𝛿42 = −(𝑛2 − 1 −
1

2
𝑞1,𝑇

2 𝑟2) ℎ𝑛(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟) − 𝑞1,𝑇𝑟ℎ𝑛+1(𝑞1,𝑇𝑟) 

𝛿13 = 𝑛𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) − 𝑞2,𝐿𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) 
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𝛿23 = 𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿33 = (𝑛2 − 𝑛 −
1

2
𝑞2,𝑇

2 𝑟2) 𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) + 2𝑞2,𝐿𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿43 = (𝑛 − 1)𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) − 𝑞2,𝐿𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞2,𝐿𝑟) 

𝛿14 = −𝑛(𝑛 + 1)𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟) 

𝛿24 = −(𝑛 + 1)𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟) + 𝑞2,𝑇𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟) 

𝛿34 = −𝑛(𝑛 + 1)[(𝑛 − 1)𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟) − 𝑞2,𝑇𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟)] 

𝛿44 = −(𝑛2 − 1 −
1

2
𝑞2,𝑇

2 𝑟2) 𝑗𝑛(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟) − 𝑞2,𝑇𝑟𝑗𝑛+1(𝑞2,𝑇𝑟) 
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APPENDIX II  –  MATLAB CODE FOR SPHERICAL SCATTERING 
 

 

%% Elastic_Spherical_Inclusion.m 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  
%       INFO: Calculates the incident, reflected and refracted wave 

fields 
%             for an elastic medium with an embedded elastic spherical 
%             inclusion. 
%               
%             Based on equations from "On the scattering of plane 
%             compressional waves by a spherical obstacle" - Pao & Mow, 
%             March 1962 
% 
% 
%       AUTHOR: Miles V. Barnhart 
%         DATE: 14 November 2015 
%          VER: 1.1 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
close all;clear all;clc;format longg 
warning('off','all') 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% MATERIAL PROPERTIES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% (1) - Background medium 
% (2) - Elastic spherical inclusion 
E = [411E9, 68.9E9];    % Young's Moduli [Pa] 
v = [0.28, 0.33];       % Poisson's Ratio 
rho = [19.3E3, 2.7E3]; % Density [kg/m^3] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% LAME` CONSTANTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
lambda = (v.*E)./((1 + v).*(1 - 2.*v)); % 1st Lame` constant 
mu = E./(2.*(1 + v));                   % 2nd Lame` constant 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% SYSTEM PARAMETERS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
frequency = 5000; % Frequency [Hz] 
w = 2*pi*frequency; % Circular frequency [rad/s] 
alpha = sqrt((w^2.*rho)./(lambda + 2.*mu)); % Longitudinal wavenumber 

[1/m] 
beta = sqrt((w^2.*rho)./mu); % Transverse wavenumber [1/m] 
wavelength = 2*pi/alpha(1); % Wavelength [m] 
p = mu(2)/mu(1); % Lame` coefficient ratio 
N = 150; % Number of iterations 
a = 0.5*wavelength; % Elastic Inclusion radius 
theta = 0:pi/N:2*pi; % Theta angle 
theta2 = 0:pi/N:2*pi; % Theta for elastic inclusion 
%%%%%%%%%%% DELTA COEFFICIENT VALUES (DIMENSIONLESS) %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Radius of background medium 
rad_def =a:a/N:10*a; 
rad_deff = rad_def./a; 
inc_rad = 0:a/N:a; 
inc_rad = inc_rad./a; 
rad_all = 0:a/N:10*a; 
rad_all = rad_all./a; 
[th, Rad] = meshgrid(theta, rad_def); % Define grid mesh background 

medium 
[th2, r2] = meshgrid(theta2, inc_rad); % Define grid mesh for inclusion 
[th_all, r_all] = meshgrid(theta,rad_all); 
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[x, y] = pol2cart(th, Rad); % Convert polar -> cartesian coordinates 
[x2, y2] = pol2cart(th2, r2);  
[X,Y] = pol2cart(th_all, r_all); 

  
% Solve for system coefficients based on BC at r=a 
disp('Solving for coefficient values...'); 
for n = 0:N 
    E1 = -1i^(n)*(2*n + 1)*(n*bh(alpha, beta, n, 1, a) - 

alpha(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 1, a)); 
    E2 = -1i^(n)*(2*n + 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 1, a); 
    E3 = -1i^(n)*(2*n + 1)*((n^2 - n - 0.5*beta(1)^2*a^2)*bh(alpha, 

beta, n, 1, a) + 2*alpha(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 1, a)); 
    E4 = -1i^(n)*(2*n + 1)*((n - 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 1, a) - 

alpha(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 1, a)); 

     
    E11 = n*bh(alpha, beta, n, 5, a) - alpha(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 

1, 5, a); 
    E21 = bh(alpha, beta, n, 5, a); 
    E31 = (n^2 - n - 0.5*beta(1)^2*a^2)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 5, a) + 

2*alpha(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 5, a); 
    E41 = (n - 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 5, a) - alpha(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, 

n + 1, 5, a); 

     
    E12 = -n*(n + 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 7, a); 
    E22 = -(n + 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 7, a) + beta(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, 

n + 1, 7, a); 
    E32 = -n*(n + 1)*((n - 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 7, a) - 

beta(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 7, a)); 
    E42 = -(n^2 - 1 - 0.5*beta(1)^2*a^2)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 7, a) - 

beta(1)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 7, a); 

     
    E13 = n*bh(alpha, beta, n, 2, a) - alpha(2)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 

1, 2, a); 
    E23 = bh(alpha, beta, n, 2, a); 
    E33 = (n^2 - n - 0.5*beta(2)^2*a^2)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 2, a) + 

2*alpha(2)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 2, a); 
    E43 = (n - 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 2, a) - alpha(2)*a*bh(alpha, beta, 

n + 1, 2, a); 

     
    E14 = -n*(n + 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 4, a); 
    E24 = -(n + 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 4, a) + beta(2)*a*bh(alpha, beta, 

n + 1, 4, a); 
    E34 = -n*(n + 1)*((n - 1)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 4, a) - 

beta(2)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 4, a)); 
    E44 = -(n^2 - 1 - 0.5*beta(2)^2*a^2)*bh(alpha, beta, n, 4, a) - 

beta(2)*a*bh(alpha, beta, n + 1, 4, a);  
    EE = [E1;E2;E3;E4]; 
    EEE = [E11 E12 E13 E14; 
           E21 E22 E23 E24; 
           E31 E32 p*E33 p*E34; 
           E41 E42 p*E43 p*E44]; 
     M = EEE\EE; 
     An(:, n+1) = M(1); 
     Bn(:, n+1) = M(2); 
     Cn(:, n+1) = M(3); 
     Dn(:, n+1) = M(4); 
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clear M; 
end 
disp('Done!'); 

  
%Calculate Legendre Polynomials 
P1 = zeros(size(th)); 
P1(1,:) = 1; 
P1(2,:) = cos(theta); 
clear n 
disp('Solving Legendre polynomials...'); 
for n=2:N 
   P1(n+1,:) = (((2*n-1)/n).*cos(th(n,:)).*P1(n,:)) - (((n - 1)/n).* 

P1(n-1,:)); 
end 
clear n; 
disp('Done!'); 
h = waitbar(0, 'Calculating Background Media Wave Profiles'); 
disp('Calculating background media wave profiles...'); 

% Calculate spherical Bessel and Hankel functions 
for k = 0:N    
        bh1(k+1,:) = bh(alpha, beta, k, 1, rad_deff); 
        bh2(k+1,:) = bh(alpha, beta, k, 5, rad_deff); 
        bh3(k+1,:) = bh(alpha, beta, k, 7, rad_deff);  
end 
clear r n z 

% Calculate wave fields in medium 1 (background) 
for r = 1:length(rad_def);  
   for z = 1:length(theta); 
       temp1 = 0;temp2 = 0;temp3 = 0; 
       for n = 0:N 
             temp1 = temp1 + (2*n+1).*(1i^n).*bh1(n+1,r).*P1(n+1,z); 
             temp2 = temp2 +  An(:, n+1).*bh2(n+1,r).*P1(n+1,z); 
             temp3 = temp3 +  Bn(:, n+1).*bh3(n+1,r).*P1(n+1,z);    
       end 
       phi_i(r,z) = temp1; % Incient P-wave 
       phi_r(r,z) = temp2; % Reflected P-wave 
       psi_r(r,z) = temp3; % Reflected S-wave 
       phi_total(r,z) = temp1 + temp2; % Total P-wave field 
   end 
    waitbar(r/(length(rad_def))); 
end 
delete(h); 
disp('Done!'); 
% Calculate spherical Bessel and Hankel functions 
for k = 0:N 
    bh4(k+1,:) = bh(alpha, beta, k, 2, inc_rad); 
    bh5(k+1,:) = bh(alpha, beta, k, 4, inc_rad); 
end 
clear r n z 
h2 = waitbar(0, 'Calculating Inclusion Wave Profiles'); 
disp('Calculating inclusion wave profiles...'); 

% Calculate wave fields in medium 2 (elastic inclusion) 
for r = 1:length(inc_rad); 
   for z = 1:length(theta); 
       temp4 = 0;temp5 = 0; 
       for n = 0:N 
           temp4 = temp4 - Cn(:, n+1).*bh4(n+1,r).*P1(n+1,z); 
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           temp5 = temp5 - Dn(:, n+1).*bh5(n+1,r).*P1(n+1,z); 
       end 
       phi_f(r,z) = temp4;% Refracted P-wave in elastic inclusion 
       psi_f(r,z) = temp5;% Refracted S-wave in elastic inclusion 
   end 
   waitbar(r/length(inc_rad)); 
end 
disp('Done!'); 
delete(h2); 
% Plot P and S-wave fields 
figure(1), 
p1=pcolor(x,y,real(phi_i));title('Incident P-wave'); 
axis square;colormap(jet(64));shading interp;  
axis off; 
figure(2), 
p2=pcolor(x,y,real(phi_r));title('Reflected P-wave'); 
axis square;colormap(jet(64));shading interp;  
axis off; 
figure(3), 
p3=pcolor(x,y,real(psi_r));title('Reflected S-wave'); 
axis square;colormap(jet(64));shading interp;  
axis off; 
figure(4), 
p4=pcolor(x,y,real(phi_total));title('Total P-wave Field'); 
axis square;colormap(jet(64));shading interp;  
axis off; 
figure(5), 
p6=pcolor(x2,y2,real(phi_f));title('Refracted P-wave'); 
axis square;colormap(jet(64));shading interp; 
axis off; 
figure(6), 
p7=pcolor(x2,y2,real(psi_f));title('Refracted S-wave'); 
axis square;colormap(jet(64));shading interp; 
axis off; 
% Normalize P-wave fields 
phi_all = zeros(10*N+1,2*N+1); 
phi_f_temp = phi_f(:); 
phi_i_temp = phi_i(:); 
phi_r_temp = phi_r(:); 
normf = max(real(phi_f_temp)); 
normi = max(real(phi_i_temp)); 
normr = max(real(phi_r_temp)); 
phi_f = real(phi_f)./normf; 
phi_i = real(phi_i)./normi; 
phi_r = real(phi_r)./normr; 
phi_all(1:N+1,1:2*N+1) = real(phi_f); 
phi_all(N+1:10*N+1,1:2*N+1) = real(phi_r) + real(phi_i); 
% Normalize S-wave fields 
psi_r_temp = psi_r(:); 
psi_f_temp = psi_f(:); 
normpsir = max(real(psi_r_temp)); 
normpsif = max(real(psi_f_temp));  
psi_r = psi_r./normpsir; 
psi_f = psi_f./normpsif; 
psi_all(1:N+1,1:2*N+1) = psi_f; 
psi_all(N+1:10*N+1,1:2*N+1) = psi_r; 
% Plot normalized wave fields 
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figure(8),pcolor(X,Y,real(phi_all));colormap(jet(64)); 
shading interp;title('Total P-wave field'); 
axis square;axis off; 
figure(9),p9=pcolor(X,Y,real(psi_all));colormap(jet(64)); 
shading interp;title('All S-wave fields');axis square; 
axis off; 
figure(10),surf(X,Y,real(phi_all)./100);colormap(jet(64)); 
shading interp;title('All P-wave fields');view([55 65]); 
axis off; 
figure(11),surf(X,Y,real(psi_all)./10);colormap(jet(64)); 
shading interp;title('All S-wave fields');view([55 65]); 
axis off; 
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APPENDIX III  – MATLAB OPTIMIZATION FUNCTIONS AND 

SCRIPTS 
 

 

III.A -  Main Optimization Calling Script 
 

%% MAIN.m 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Description: Calling script to run along side 'optim_Objective' 
% objective function for non-linear optimization of dissipative EMM 

unit  
% cell with the option to use either the single objective function or  
% multi-objective genetic algorithm to optimize parameters: tau2, tau3,  
% delta2, delta3, theta2, and theta3.  
% 
%  AUTHOR:       Miles V. Barnhart 
%                University of Missouri - Columbia 
% 
%  DATE:         Sept. 13th 2015 
% 
%                VER: 1.1 
% 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Genetic algorithm function: 
% INPUT: 
%            ObjFunc = objective function (dispersion equations) 
%              Nvars = number of variables 
%            Aeq/Beq = Linear equality constraints 
%              lb/ub = lower/upper constraints for variables 
% 
% OUTPUT: 
%                  x = optimized system parameters 
%               fval = final value for sum(alpha) or 1/sum(beta) with 
%                      optimized paramters 
% 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
clc;close all; 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
disp('**                                                                 

**'); 
disp('**              MAIN GENETIC ALGORITHM CALLING SCRIPT             

**'); 
disp('**                                                               

**'); 
disp('**              |||||||||| OTHER FUNCTIONS ||||||||||||         

**'); 
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disp('**                                                             

**'); 
disp('**                  Objective Function:  optim_Objective.m    

**'); 
disp('**       Proportional Damping Function:  damping.m             

**'); 
disp('**            Post-Processing Function:  Post_Process.m         

**'); 
disp('**                                                               

**'); 
disp('**                    AUTHOR: MILES V. BARNHART                   

**'); 
disp('**                                                                 

**'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% OPTIMIZATION SCRIPT OPTIONS 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp(' Clear Workspace Variables [1/0]?: '); 
disp('(Do not clear variables if starting from a previous optimization 

state!)'); 
disp(' '); 
while 1 
Clr = input('0 == NO // 1 == YES: '); 
    if Clr == 1 
        clearvars -except Clr 
        disp('Workspace cleared!'); 
        break 
    elseif Clr == 0 
        disp('Not cleared!'); 
        break 
    elseif isempty(Clr) 
        disp('Invalid input, please specify 1 == Yes or 0 == No'); 
    end 
end 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp(' '); 
disp('Optimization Goal: [1] = MIN(PROPAGATION FACTOR - Alpha)'); 
disp('                   [2] = MAX(ATTENUATION FACTOR - Beta)'); 
disp(' '); 
while 1 
    flag = input('1 == MIN(Alpha) //  2 == MAX(Beta): '); 
    if flag == 1 
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        disp('Optimizing with MIN(A) objective...'); 
        break 
    elseif flag == 2 
        disp('Optimizing with MAX(B) objective...'); 
        break 
    elseif isempty(flag) || flag ~= 1 || flag ~= 2 
    disp('Invalid optimization goal, Please select 1 or 2'); 
    end 
end 
disp(' '); 
if Clr == 0 
    disp('Do you want the GA to start from the previously saved state 

data?'); 
    while 1 
        SS_inp = input('0 == NO // 1 == YES: '); 
        if SS_inp == 0 
            clear stream 
            break 
        elseif SS_inp == 1; 
            if exist('stream') == 0 
                disp('ERROR: No previous state data available'); 
                fprintf('Starting with random initial state') 
                break 
            else 
                disp('Starting from previous state data...'); 
            break 
            end 
        elseif isempty(SS_inp) 
            disp('Invalid input, please specify 1 == Yes or 0 == No'); 
        end 
    end 
end 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp(' '); 
tic;% Start computation timer 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Linear Equality Constraints (optional) 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% // Row 1: c2 + c3 = 1 (damping coefficients) 
% // Row 2: k2 + k3 = 1 (spring stiffnesses) 
% // Row 3: m2 + m3 = 1 (masses) 
% // Equalities for all system parameters set to unity 
% Aeq = [1 1 0 0;0 0 1 1]; 
% Beq = [1;1]; 
% // Linear equalities for independent parameters constrained only by 

lower 
% // and upper bounds 
Aeq = []; 
Beq = []; 
% 
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=======================================================================

=    
% Objective function [1/sum(beta)] or sum(alpha) = Obj(x0) 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% // Note: The objective function will return the value you are trying 

to 
% //       minimize (alpha) or maximize (beta) 
ObjFunc = @optim_Objective; % Objective function  
Nvars = 4; % Number of Variables (k2, k3, m2, m3) 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Upper and Lower Bounds 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% // Bounds for all system parameters set to unity (sum=0) //  
% lb = [0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01]; 
% ub = [1 1 1 1]; 
% // Bounds for no equality constraints //  
lb = [0.0001 0.0001 0.01 0.01]; 
ub = [0.5 0.5 10 10]; 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% GA OPTIONS AND SETTINGS 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
options = gaoptimset ('PlotFcns',{@gaplotbestf, @gaplotbestindiv, 

@gaplotstopping, @gaplotdistance}); 
options = gaoptimset(options,'PopulationSize', 200); 
options = gaoptimset(options, 'Generations', 2000); 
options = gaoptimset(options, 'StallGenLimit', 50, 'StallTimeLimit', 

Inf); 
options = gaoptimset(options, 'FitnessLimit', 0); 
options = gaoptimset(options,'OutputFcn',@myoutputfcn); 
options = gaoptimset(options, 'TolFun', 0); 
options = gaoptimset(options,'HybridFcn',@fmincon); 
%options = gaoptimset(options, 'EliteCount', 

ceil(0.05*(options.PopulationSize))); 
%options = gaoptimset(options, 'SelectionFcn', {@selectiontournament, 

1}); 
%options = gaoptimset(options, 'Display', 'iter', 'Display', 

'diagnose'); 
%options = gaoptimset(options, 'CrossoverFcn', @crossoverheuristic, 

'CrossoverFraction',0.25); 
%options = gaoptimset(options, 'MigrationDirection', 'both'); 
%options = gaoptimset(options, 

'MutationFcn',{@mutationadaptfeasible,0.25,0.05}); 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% PRINT GA SETTINGS TO COMMAND LINE (OPTIONAL) 
% 
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=======================================================================

= 
if isempty(options.PlotFcns) == 0 
    GA_plot = 'ON'; 
else 
    GA_plot = 'OFF'; 
end 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
disp('*******************  GENETIC ALGORITHM SETTINGS  

********************'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
disp('**                                                                 

**'); 
fprintf('**                      Population Size: %d                       

**\n',options.PopulationSize); 
fprintf('**                          Generations: %d                      

**\n',options.Generations); 
fprintf('**               Generation Stall Limit: %d                        

**\n',options.StallGenLimit); 
fprintf('**                        Fitness Limit: %d                         

**\n',options.FitnessLimit); 
fprintf('**               Fitness Func Tolerance: %d                         

**\n',options.TolFun); 
fprintf('**                             GA Plots: %s                        

**\n',GA_plot); 
disp('**                                                                 

**'); 
disp('**   Note: Other GA settings are left default (crossover %,        

**'); 
disp('**         Mutation %, etc.). GA settings can be changed in        

**'); 
disp('**         the GA options section of this script.                  

**'); 
disp('**                                                                 

**'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
fprintf('Starting Genetic Algorithm Optimization'); 
fprintf(' .');pause(.5);fprintf(' .');pause(0.4);fprintf(' 

.');pause(0.3); 
fprintf(' .');pause(0.2);fprintf(' .');pause(0.1);fprintf(' .\n');             
disp(' '); 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
disp('** Generation    ||    Best Fitness    ||    Last Improved Genr.   

**'); 
disp('*****************************************************************

****'); 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% GA OPTIMIZATION FUNCTION 
% 
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=======================================================================

= 
[x, fval, exitflag, output, population, scores] = ... 
    ga({ObjFunc, flag},Nvars,[],[],Aeq,Beq,lb,ub,[],options); 
% // Record optimized system paramters 
d2 = x(1); 
d3 = x(2); 
th2 = x(3); 
th3 = x(4);  
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Extract each generations population data 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% POPd2 = population(:,1); 
% POPd3 = population(:,2); 
% POPth2 = population(:,3); 
% POPth3 = population(:,4); 
%  
% [alphagen1, betagen1, meffgen1, ceffgen1] = 

DiscreteDissipativeEMM_model_Rayleigh(population(1,:)); 
% [alphagen100, betagen100, meffgen100, ceffgen100] = 

DiscreteDissipativeEMM_model_Rayleigh(population(100,:)); 
% [alphagen300, betagen300, meffgen300, ceffgen300] = 

DiscreteDissipativeEMM_model_Rayleigh(population(300,:)); 
% [alphagen500, betagen500, meffgen500, ceffgen500] = 

DiscreteDissipativeEMM_model_Rayleigh(population(499,:)); 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Plot each generations population data 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% xx = start:stepsize:stop; 
% plot(xx, betagen1, 'red', xx, betagen100, 'blue', xx, betagen300, 

'green', xx, betagen500, 'black'); 
% legend('Generation 1', 'Generation 100', 'Generation 300', 

'Generation 500'); 
% title('Attenuation Factor for Different Generations'); 
% xlabel('Non-dimensional Frequency, \Omega = \omega/\omega_{0}', 

'FontWeight', 'bold'); 
% ylabel('\beta'); 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Print optimized system parameters 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
fprintf('BestF = %f\n',fval); 
fprintf('delta_{2} = %f\n',d2); 
fprintf('delta_{3} = %f\n',d3); 
fprintf('theta_{2} = %f\n',th2); 
fprintf('theta_{3} = %f\n',th3); 
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% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Record Optimized System Parameters and GA Settings to Excel Sheet 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% OptimVars = [num2str(x(1)), num2str(x(2)), num2str(x(3)), 

num2str(x(4)), num2str(x(5)), num2str(x(6))]; 
%  
% Results = [num2str(fval), num2str(x(1)), num2str(x(2)), ... 
%            num2str(x(3)), num2str(x(4)), num2str(x(5)), ... 
%            num2str(x(6)), num2str(options.PopulationSize), ... 
%            num2str(options.Generations), 

num2str(options.CrossoverFraction), ... 
%            num2str(options.MutationFcn{2}), 

cellstr(options.MigrationDirection), ... 
%            cellstr(char(options.CrossoverFcn)), 

cellstr(char(options.SelectionFcn{1})), ... 
%            num2str(options.SelectionFcn{2})]; 
%  
% [SUCCESS,MESSAGE] = xlsappend('GA_Results.xls',Results); 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Evaluate dispersion relations with optimized system parameters 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
[alpha, beta, meff, ceff, DAMP] = ... 
                    

DiscreteDissipativeEMM_model_proportional_damping(x); 
%  
% alpha = alpha'; 
% beta = beta'; 
% meff = meff'; 
% ceff = ceff'; 
% excel_exp = [alpha, beta, meff, ceff]; 
end_time = toc/60;% end timer 
disp(' '); 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
fprintf('Total Compuation Time: %.2f [Minutes]\n',round(end_time,1)); 
disp('_________________________________________________________________

____'); 
disp(' '); 
disp('Do you want to save the stream state? [1/0]'); 
while 1 
    SS_Option = input('[1/0]?: '); 
    if SS_Option == 0;% RUN THIS IF YOU WANT TO START NEXT GA RUN  
                      % WITH RANDOM POPULATION 
        disp('State space information NOT saved...');   
        break 
    elseif SS_Option == 1;% RUN THIS IF YOU WANT TO SAVE PREVIOUS OPT 

PARAMS  
                          % FOR INITIAL VALUES IN NEXT GA OPTIMIZATION 
        stream = RandStream.getGlobalStream; 
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        stream.State = output.rngstate.state; 
        disp('State space information SAVED!'); 
        break 
    elseif isempty(SS_Option) || SS_Option ~= 0 || SS_Options ~= 1 
        disp('Invalid input! Please selection 0 or 1'); 
    end 
end 

 

 

III.B -  Optimization Objective Function  
 

%% optim_Objective.m 
% 

*********************************************************************** 
% **  
% **    INFO: Called objective function for dissipative EMM model 
% **          optimization (discrete). 
% ** 
% **  
% **  
% **   INPUT:  
% **            x0 = Initial guesses for system parameters (c2, c3, k2, 

k3, 
% **                 m2, m3) 
% ** 
% ** 
% **   OUPUT:   
% **            fval = sum of alpha or beta over non-dimensional 

frequency 
%                      range (omega) 
% ** 
% ** 
% **  AUTHOR:       Miles V. Barnhart 
% **                University of Missouri - Columbia 
% ** 
% **    DATE:       Mar. 13th 2016 
% ** 
% **                VER: 2.1 
% ** 
% 

*********************************************************************** 
function [fval] = optim_Objective(x0, flag) 
% disp('Evaluating objective function...'); 
    delta_2 = x0(1); 
    delta_3 = x0(2); 
    theta_2 = x0(3); 
    theta_3 = x0(4); 
    tau_1 = 0;% Damping ratio of rigid background media (~0) 
    % Frequency Star/Step Size/Stop 
    start = 0; 
    stop = 4; 
    stepsize = (stop - start)/1000; 
    omega = start:stepsize:stop; 
    % Calculate frequency dependent damping parameters from stiffness 

and 
    % mass matrics 
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    R2 = abs(damping(x0)); 
    % tau_1 = R2; 
    tau_2 = R2; 
    tau_3 = R2; 
    % Dissipative EMM discrete equation 
    r1 = delta_2 / theta_2; 
    r2 = (1i .* omega .* tau_3) .* sqrt((delta_2 * delta_3 * theta_3) / 

theta_2); 
    A12 = -delta_2 .* (1i .* omega .* tau_2 - 1); 
    A22 = -(delta_2 .* omega.^2) + delta_2*(1 - 1i .* omega .* tau_2) + 

delta_3 - r2; 
    A32 =  r2 - delta_3; 
    A33 = -(r1 .* theta_3 .* omega.^2) + delta_3 - r2; 
    % Numerator 
    num = ((A12.^2 .* A33) ./ (A22 .* A33 - A32.^2)) - delta_2 .* (1 + 

1i .* omega .* tau_2) + (r1 .* omega.^2); 
    % Denominator 
    den = 2 * (1 - 1i .* omega .* tau_1 * sqrt(r1)); 
    % cosine(qL) 
    cos_qL = 1 - (num ./ den); 
    % Non-dimensional wave number 
    qL = acos(cos_qL); 
    qLh = acosh(cos_qL); 
    % Propagation factor Real(qL) 
    alpha = abs(pi-real(qL)); 
    % Attenuation amplitude Imaginary(qL) 
    beta = abs(imag(qL)); 
    % Optimization objectives 
    switch flag  
        case 1% Minimize propagation factor 
            fval = sum(alpha); 
        case 2% Maximize attenuation factor 
            fval = 1/sum(beta); 
    end 
end% terminate function 

 

 

III.C -  Proportional Damping Calculation Function 
 

%% damping.m 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
% Description: Calculates proportional damping from stiffness and mass  
%              parameters during optimization  
% 
%  AUTHOR:       Miles V. Barnhart 
%                University of Missouri - Columbia 
% 
%  DATE:         Jan. 1, 2016 
% 
%                VER: 1.0 
% 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
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% Genetic algorithm function: 
% INPUT: 
%            x = x(1) = stiffness delta_2 
%                x(2) = stiffness delta_3 
%                x(3) = mass theta_2 
%                x(4) = mass theta_3 
% 
% OUTPUT: 
%            proportional_Damping = tau_2 and tau_3 
% 
% 

=======================================================================

= 
function [proportional_Damping] = damping(x) 
    % Stiffness ratio parameters 
    delta_2 = x(1); 
    delta_3 = x(2); 
    % Mass ratio parameters 
    theta_2 = x(3); 
    theta_3 = x(4); 
    % No. of degrees of freedom 
    NDOF = 3; 
    % Stiffness matrix 
    K = [2 + delta_2, -delta_2, 0; 
        -delta_2, delta_2 + delta_3, -delta_3; 
        0, -delta_3, delta_3]; 
    % Mass matrix 
    M = [1, 0, 0; 
         0, theta_2, 0; 
         0, 0, theta_3]; 
    % Proportional damping coefficient matrix   
    NP = [0,0,1;0,1,0;1,0,0]; 
    % Coupling factor of proportional damping (0 <= v <= 1) 
    % If v == 0 system is proportionally damped 
    v = 0; 
    % Proportional damping matrix 
    C = (0.1).*(K) + v.*NP; 
    % State matrix 
    A = [zeros(NDOF), eye(NDOF);-M\K, -M\C]; 
    % Eigenvalue solver for natural frequencies 
    [~, Lambda] = eig(A); 
    % Eigenvalues 
    wn2 = diag(Lambda); 
    % Natural frequencies (rad/s) 
    wj = sqrt(wn2);wj = flipud(wj);wj = wj(1:2:end);wj = real(wj); 
    % Modal damping ratios 
    zeta = -real(wn2)./abs(imag(wn2)); 
    zeta = sort(zeta(1:2:end)); 
    % Frequency range 
    start = 0.00; 
    stop = 4.00; 
    stepsize = (stop-start)/1000; 
    X = (start:stepsize:stop); 
    % Curve fitting damping as a function of frequency 
    proportional_Damping = spline(wj,zeta,X)./16; 
end 
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APPENDIX IV –  MATLAB CODE OF FAST-FOURIER 

TRANSFORM 
%% Fast_Fourier_Transform.m 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%  

%       INFO: Calculates the Fast Fourier Transform of time domain data  

%             to the frequency domain. Plots both time domain and            

%             frequency domain results 

%              

% 

%       AUTHOR: Miles V. Barnhart 

%         DATE: 14 October 2015 

%          VER: 1.0 

% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clc;clearvars -global -except x; close all; 

disp(' Create Variable "x" and Insert Time Domain Data '); 

fprintf('                 ////// Select FFT Window //////\n'); 

fprintf(' 

_______________________________________________________________\n'); 

fprintf(' [1] barthannwin  [5] bartlett [9]  blackman   [13] 

blackmanharris\n'); 

fprintf(' [2] bohmanwin    [6] chebwin  [10] flattopwin [14] gausswin\n'); 

fprintf(' [3] hamming      [7] hann     [11] kaiser     [15] nuttallwin\n'); 

fprintf(' [4] parzenwin    [8] rectwin  [12] taylorwin  [16] triang\n'); 

win_handle = input('Select FFT Window #: '); 

WIN = {@barthannwin, @bohmanwin, @hamming, @parzenwin, @bartlett,... 

       @chebwin, @hann, @rectwin, @blackman, @flattopwin, @kaiser,...  

       @taylorwin, @blackmanharris, @gausswin, @nuttallwin, @triang}; 

dt = x(2,1) - x(1,1); 

fs = 1/dt; % Sampling frequency 

time = x(:,1); % Time vector 

% Calculate blast wave profile in time domain 

Fmax = 1000e-6; % Maximum blast wave force 

t0 = 0.5e-3; % Initial loading time 

td = 0.2e-3; % Blast wave decay rate 

% Calculate loading in time domain 

F = zeros(length(time),1); 

for i = 0:length(time)-1 

    if time(i+1)<t0 

        F(i+1, 1) = 0; 

    elseif time(i+1)>t0; 

        F(i+1,1 ) = Fmax*exp(-(time(i+1)-t0)/td); 

    end 

end 

m = length(x(:,3)); % FFT window length 

n = pow2(nextpow2(m)); % Transform length 

w = window(WIN{win_handle},m); % FFT window from user selection 

freq = (fs/2)*linspace(0, 1, n/2 + 1); % Frequency 

y = fft(x(:,3).*w, n)./n; % FFT of transmission signal 

Y = 2*abs(y(1:n/2+1)); % Amplitude in frequency domain  

y_inc = fft(F.*w, n)./n; % FFT of incident blast wave signal 

Y_inc = 2*abs(y_inc(1:n/2+1)); % Amplitude in frequency domain 

% Normalize amplitude of signals 

maxY = max(Y); 

normY = Y./maxY; 
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maxY_inc = max(Y_inc); 

normY_inc = Y_inc./maxY_inc; 

time = time*1000; % Normalize time to (ms) 

exp_Excel = [freq', normY_inc, normY]; 

% Plot time and frequency domain data of incident and transmitted signals 

subplot(2,1,1); 

plot(time, x(:,2), 'black', time, x(:,3),'red-','MarkerSize',1); 

title('Time Domain');xlabel('Time [ms]');ylabel('Surface Velocity 

[m/s]'); 

xlim([0 14]);grid on; 

legend('Incident Signal','Transmission'); 

set(gca, 'FontWeight', 'bold','FontSize',8); 

subplot(2,1,2); 

plot(freq, normY_inc,'black', freq, normY,'blue-o','MarkerSize',1); 

title('Frequency Domain');xlabel('Frequency [Hz]');ylabel('Normalized 

Amplitdue'); 

axis([0 10000 0 1]);grid on; 

legend('Incident Signal', 'Transmission'); 

set(gca, 'FontWeight', 'bold','FontSize',8); 

 

 

 

 

 

 


